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Women have been sitting in the Canadian House of Commons for nearly ninet y years . Despite
the fact that women have broken throu gh many glass ceilings in the past number of decades, they
are still largely absent from the powerful centre of the government: the execu tive. The ministry
appears to be the lasts poke in the wheelo ffe malere presentation. Recent researcharo und the
world is turning its attention to the highest levels of office to understand why there are so few
women in position s of power, both as leaders as well as in key governmentpo sts.
Cabinet portfolios are frequently referred to as "scarce political resources" by those studying the
rise (or stall) of women in power (Heath et aI., 2005; Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robinso n,
2005; Trimble and Arscott, 2003). These resource s are the precious and rare entran ceways to
prestige and power in government. It is through these positions that future prime ministers
emerge fromcommon Members. These pathways arelimited; prime ministersallocateportfolios
strategically, intricately balancing opportunities for caucus members.Furtherrnore,p ortfoli os are
not all equal and a hand ful of positions are much more prestigious than the others. The fact that
these positions are hierarchi cal in tennsofstatus complicates the prime mini ster' s strategic
calculations, and may also have an influen ce on wome n's representation in these ranks. The
more prestigious positions are often doled out asa means to appease existing competitive
dynarnics within the party. Thus, those who already dominate the political field are rewarded ,
and others may be denied the opportunity to advance to the highest Ievels of power. Generally,
female cabinet members tend not to hold highly prestigious portfolios. Scholars have found that
more often, they hold less prestigious positions or have no portfolioa ta ll (such as the position of
"Minister of State") . Heath et al. (2005) describe this tendency as a "hoarding" of the polit ical
resources within the "dominant group" (420).
This may be problem atic when it com es to women' s capaci ty to substantively influence policy.
Trimble and Arscott (2003) state that "policy is made by the executive; thus, women who make
it to the cabinet table will have significantly more policy-makin g power than their female
counterparts on the backbenches or the opposition ranks" (134). The Canadianexperience
demonstrates the diffi culty women may have in inllu encingpolicy: inC anadian recent history,
only 34 different women were appointed to cabinet from 1997 to 2011 (compri sing the 36th to
the 40th sessions of Parliament ). In these fourteen years , only 34 women achieved a higher level
of power than the average MP. Given that in this same time period there were a total of 628 MPs,
the proportion of women in cabinet is qu ite low.
While women ' s presence in cabinet is important, the type ofp ortfolio they hold is also critical
for women's advancement. The portfolios of Finance. Justice and Attorney General and Foreign
Affairs are considered to be "Pipeline" cabinet posts. These are the moste steemed cabinet
position s in Canadian federal politics, and the types of portfolios oftenheldbyformerprime
ministers. Of female cabinet ministers, only one has held one of these three most prestigious
cabinet position s: Anne McLellan held the posts of Justice and Attorney General. No woman has
ever held the position of Minister of Finance in Canada, which is one of the most prestigious
cabinet positions in this country. Women have rarely been placed into these powerful posts in
Canada, a trend that isv isible globallyas well. Theex ecutivea nd the power therein remains
largely dominated by men, despite the presence of women in governments for many decades.
Theperiodofl997 -2011wasprecededbyaperiod ofh ighvi sibilitybyfemalepo liticians.The
early 1990s saw an increase in the descriptive representation of women (more women were
elected to Parliament), and more focus on "women's issues"duringc ampaign sand withinthe
Legislature (Trimble and Arscotl, 2003; Bashevkin,2009) . In this period, Kim Campbell also
became the first Canadian female Prime Minister in 1993. However, soon after this high point,
the tide changed. Scholars studying women in Canadian federal politics have used a number of
words to describe the current state of gender parity in Parliamenl. Trimble and Arscotl (2003)
describe it as a "plateau", a "near standstill", a "stalling" and a "levellingoff'(36);B ashevkin as
a "stalemate," "stagnation,"and "outright decline"(2009:6).Whichev er terrn isemp loyed,the
basic premise remains. With the exception of the jump to about 25% in the most recent (2011)
election, the progress of equality in Canadian federal politics has not recently experienced an
upward trend. Bashevkin (2009) suggests that this early success may have actually had a
negative side-effect: the effect of convincing the populationtha t equality has been achieved in
Parliament, thus shifting concem away from gender equality. Arguably,thi sp erceptioni sech oed
in Parliament. Act ivi ties and comm ittees associated speci fica lly with wome n are not considered
to be terribly prestigious. Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 illustrate the proportion ofMP s that were
female from 1922-2011 and 1997-2011, respectively.
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This thesis examines the impactof women ' s involvement in "Women's Interests" intheHouse
of Commons (whether through comm ittee work or in cabinet): are women who take on these
responsibilities and roles penalized in their political careers, given that these roles tend to be less
be nece ssary to ensure that more women gain access to the route to success.
This research has important normative impli cations: if women tend to be placed most often on
committees related to "Women' s Interests" and these position s are considered to be less
prestigious, this sends a fairly clear message about the role of women inp oiiti cs. First, it
suggests that women's issues are not important. Second, it indicates that gendered standards still
exist within Parliament, and that certain roles (i.e. the prestigious positions) are simply not
appropriate for women. Third ,th e data indicate that representing wome n by focusing on
women' s issues appears to penalize female Parli amentarian s. Female Members of Parliament
prestigious issues and port folios are more likely to take on leadership roles within parties. This
group is a minority , however: the majorit y of female MPs are placed on committees associa ted
Although the relationship between the sex of a polit ician and the Iikelihood of receiving a highly
prestigious cabinet position has been examined both at the provinciall evelin Canada(Studlar
and Moncrief, 1997) as well as in other regions of the world (Escobar-Lemmen and Taylor-
Robinson, 2005 ; Heath et al., 2005 ; Reynold s, 1999; Moon and Fountain, I997 ),astudy based
on Canada's federal Parliam ent has not yet been undertaken. In order to understand the effect
that representin g women has on the career paths of both women and men, 1 employ data gathered
from the Parliam ent of Canada regardin g the careers of Membe rs of Parliament from the most
recent sittings of the House of Commons (1997-2011 ).1 find that when women represent women '
they are less likely to reach higher levels of success and when they ignore "women's " issues and
instead focus on "Pipeline" issues, they are more likely to reapthe polit ical rewards.
This thesis proceeds as follow s: first, I explore various conception s of representation, what
representation means and why it is necessary for the public to be both "descriptively" and
"s ubstantively" represented. Second, I then assess the existing Iiterature and traditional
explanations for women ' s underrep resentation as candidates, as elect ed representatives, in
prestigious positions and as party leaders. I then explain the data Ic ollected as well as the study's
method ology and findings. Finally, I conclud e with a discussion of potential avenu est o improve
the representation of women in poli tics, and the implications if measure s are not taken to recti fy
2.1 Th e Repre sent ati on of Women
Inhe rfo undational andgroundbreakingbookThe ConceptojRepresentati on (1967) , Hanna
Pitkin differen tiates between four types of representation . The first, Formalisti c Representation,
enco mpasses the institutional arrangement s surrounding representation. The second, Symboli c
Representation, refers to how the representative "stands for" the constituent s: what it means to
be a symbol for that district , and how the symbol is acce pted by the populat ion. The last two
types of representation she explore s, Descriptiv e and Substantive , tend to be the biggest focus in
the literature on women's representation, and will provide the foundation of the research
presented in this thesis.
Descriptive representationrefersto the extent to which members resemble the groups that they
represent. Whenwe study the proportionof women in legislatures. forexample, we often do so
with the idea of comparing this to the proportion of women in the popu lation. Them orecl osely
the proportion of women in Parliament match es the proportion of women in " the real world" the
more that Parliament is said to descripti vely represent women . In contrast, substantive
representation is less about the physical attribu tesorethnoculturaI background s of legislators,
and more about the actions taken when in Parliament. Substantiverepresentation requi res that the
needs and interests of the group being represented be heard and acted upon (Poggione,2 006). In
academ ic research, substantive representation is often studied by examining the rate at which
policy is prese nted and adopted within legislatures. For example , whether or not women ' s issues
and interests are addressed through policies, regard less of "who" introduces those policies.
Arguab ly, neither fonn of representation is sufficient on its own, although both have their
individual merits. If "equal" representation is a goal (and I argue that it should be), then no group
can be systematically excluded from decision-mak ing roles (thus descript ive representationis
necessary) , and the interests of the group must be addressed with in the decision-makin g body
(thus substantive representation is important). This section explores these two types of
representation in part icular- substantive and descriptive representation-andtheir implications
2.1.1. Descriptive Repre sentation and Cr itica l Ma ss
Descriptive Repre sentation suggests that representative s should resemble the group for whom
they stand. In this way, the legislature resembles a microcosm of society :ifhalfofthep opulat ion
is constituted by women , then , half of its representatives ought to be women. A lack of
descriptive representation , what is known as a skewed Parliarnent(Kanter 1977),canhavea
number of nega tive consequence s for the group in larger society. Firsr, it can implant the
perception that some member s of society are not capab le of bein g decision makers. Second,
some suggest that if a group does not occupy a certain proport ion ofr epre senta tives, a "Critical
Mass", it is difficult to have enough support in the legislature to address the issues and needs of
that group (Kanter, 1977; Dahlerup, 2006 ; Chi lds and Krook , 2006; Gray , 2006 ; Arscott and
Trimble 1997).

An increasednumberoffemalerep resentatives arebetterable to achieve a higher level of
substantive representation . Therefore, descriptiv e representation leads tos ubstantive
representation.
Increasing the number of women in Parliament can have a number of benefits for the
representation of women. However, scholarshave noted that numbers arenot everything. The
"types" and diversity of women elected also matters. Bratten (2005) argues that:
There are two significant points withinBratten'squote. First, women aremost likely to act on
behalf of women and seco nd, increased diversity can bring change. Additionally, since genera lly
womenrepresent women's interests more often thanmen, an increase in women creates a basis
of supportthatallows for more success forwomen's interest legislation. It is not simply the
numbers of women that are important , but the types of women that are elected. As Murray (2008)
These "critical actors" are essential for change in Parliament. The proportion of women that are
sitting in Parliamentmust include those who fight forwomen's interests to be represented. This
is what necessitates not only studying how many women are in Parliament (or, descripti ve
representation) but also their activities while sitting as representatives (substantive
be in government, but ill is crucial that these women act, This is what is meant by substantive
found thatindeed, women's interests are distinct from men's interests andthat women tendto be
more likely to represent wome n substantively, both in Canada and abroad. Whether it be the UK
(Child s and Withey, 2004), New Zealand (Curtin , 2008), the United States (Mansbridge, 1999)
or in Canada (Trembl ay, 1998; Trimble and Arscott , 2003) scholars have shown that women are
likely to represent the interests of women. What is not necessarily clear, however, is exac tly what
is encompassed in the term "Women' s Interests". A substantial body of research has explored the
meaning of "women's interests," and the types of things that fall under thish eading.Th is section
exploreswhat is meantby "Women's Interests", and how this affects the substantive
representation of women.
Women and men continu e to have separate responsibiliti es in society, and therefore, maintain
unique sets of interests. The two sexes cont inue to be socia lized differently and to hold unequal
responsibiliti eswithinth efamily structurewith women still undertaking a higher proportion of
the unpaid domestic work (Elder, 2004; Fox and Lawless, 2005; Thorntonet.al, 1983).
Consequently, issues such as welfare andsocial benefits affect women more than men
(Poggione, 2006). As a result, the interests and priorities of men and women can differ.
There is some agreement throughout the world as to what constitutes "Women' s Interests" in
politic s, usually based on the types of posts women tend to hold. In his international study,
Reynolds (1999) finds that:
The most popular portfolio to be handled by a woman worldwide is Health (48, or 14
percent of the total) , which is closely followed by Women's Affairs (47, or 13 percent),
Education( 32,o r9percent),C ulture/Arts (32,or 9 percent), andFamily/ChildAtT airs
(30, or 8 percent) (565).
Reynolds' findings regard ingthep ortfoliosth at women dominate are supported by others.
Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robinson (2005) identify "culture, education, environment, family,
health, women's affairs" (829) as wome n's interests in their study of Latin America. Similarly,
Krook andO'Bri en (201I )i nclude "childr en, education,h ealth , and women ' s atTairs" as
"Women's Interests" in Canada (13) . In Canada, Tremblay (1999) argues that "Women's
Interests" tend to be "health care, care of the elderly, education, housing and the environment"
(440). Tremblay makes a further ditTerentiation between "Women's Interests" and "women's
rights". Trembl ay' s "women' s rights" resembles what other scholars have referred to as
"women's affairs". The Canadian equivalent of a "women's affairs" committee is the Status of
Women Committee. Not only are certain committees associated withwomen, "Women's
Interests" such as health and environment, but there is often also a committeededicated
specifically to "women":"women's affairs" or "women's rights", However, all committees
associated with "Women' s Interests" and "women's rights" tend to beu ndervalued in prestige
and therefore, substantively representing the interestso fwom en can have a unfortun ate etTect on
the careers of these politicians' . This is not to say that these comm ittees or interests are, in fact,
unimportant, but instead that they do not have the same f!uidity into power as more prestigious
positions (such as the "Pipeline" positions). If indeed,th esei nterests are more important to
Parliam ent and thu s, illustrat es an exampl e of inequality that may ham per gender equa lity within
the politic al realm in Canada.
Thec onsequences ofb eingfemaleandth enf ocusingon women's interests within Cana dian
Parliament has been shown to have a strong but varie d relationship . Trembl ay and Trimble
(2004 )arguethat "gendercontinue st o act as ac ausal variable shap ing the characteristics and
care ers of federal politician s, but its eff ects are comple x and multi- dimensional" (98). The
relation ship between sex and career path is both complic ated and very strong. The opinions and
path s of male and fem ale politician s continue to vary. Lovenduski and Norris (2003) find that:
Inde ed , alth ough fem ale legislators rese mble the ir male co lleag ues more than the average
woman, they still diff er signi ficantly from ma le Parl iam entarian s in thei r Parliam entary
involvement (Poggione, 2006; Tr imble and Arscott, 2003) . Howe ver, these women' s interests
are still unde rvalu ed . Studi es find that women are bein gdelegatedtot radition alwomen ' s
interests and these are not the intere sts that the studies define as bein g high in prestige (Escobar-
Lem mon and Taylor-Robi nson , 2005; Heathet al. , 2005). Furthermore, lI eath et al. (2005 ) argue
that, "where a women's issues committee exi sts, women are less likely to sit on power and
economics/foreign affairs committees" (425), indicating that the mere existence of committees
such as the Status of Wom en committee enc ourage leaders to appoint women to token positions.
InCanada, the effect remains;women infrequently receive "topjobs" and women's interests are
"large ly ignor ed in Parli ament " (Trimble and Arscott , 2003 :139) . Simultan eously, wome n
remain shut out of most leadership roles, especially in governing parties.Wh en it comest o
women 'su nderrepr esentation, it may be descrip tive representation that is the problem . It is not
thatwomenare notrepresenting women; it is that womencannotrepresentwomen in Parliament
if they have not run for office.
2.2. \Vomen' s Pr esence in Legislature s
Men still greatly outnumber women in governments throughout the world. Why does this gender
gap persist after year s (and indeed,manydecades) of political parlicipationofwom en?
Explanations are usually divid ed up into two categories a) the remaining societaldifferences
between men and women; and b) the gendered politic al environm ent that still exists. The
participationof women in CanadianParliament has lingered aroundthe 20%marksince Kim
Carnpbe ll' s shOrl stintasPrimeMinisterin I993(althou ghmany scholar s of genderandpolitics
in Canada were pleased to see the numbe r rise to 25% in 20 11, largely as a result of the NDP' s
electoral succe ss). Generally speaking, the number of women runnin g for office (and
subsequently, becominge lected, holding prestige positions, and leadership) has been maintain ed
get involved in polit ics.
2.2.1. Runn ing for Office
"The primaryreason forwomen's underrepresentation is that women aresignificantly less likely
to choose to run than men" (Elder, 2004: 27).
Women sit in Parliament at a much lower prop ortion than men, and the progress towards equality
in Parliarnent has reached a standstill (Trimble and Arscott, 2003, Bashevkin, 2009). Elder
(2004) argues that the main explanation for this is found at the electoral tevel. Women simply are
not runn ing for office. If women do not offer themselves as candidates, there are only a small
number of women in the elector al pool originall y. Less of these nominees become elected
politicians and thus, there are even fewer to choose from for higher positions. There is no
singular explanation as to why women decide to run, or not to run, for office. Yet, as Elder
states, they are still much less likely than men to consider runnin g. What makes women distinct
in this aspect?There area quite a few possible explanations. Primarily, women andmen still
experience a differ ent socialization and farnily life that ultimately impacts this decision(Elder,
2004; Fox and Lawless, 2005; Thomt on et. al, 1983; Bashevkin, 2009). Additi onally, the female
exper ience of campaigning can also be more negative than the male experiences, potentially
discouraging women from runnin g for office (Gidengil and Everitt, 2000).
Gendered Media Coverage on the Campaign Trail
Research has found that women face different barriers than men when campaigning. Women are
judged more harsh!y than their male counterpa rts; this criticism ranges from focusing on their
tone of voice to their physical appearance (Bashevkin, 2009; Gidengil and Everitt, 2000;
Mcdermott , 1998;Plut zer and Zipp; 1996). Women must fit into both thes tereotypeofa
politician, band a woman (Bashevkin, 2009). Gidengil and Everitt (2000) found that in the 1993
Canadian federal election "cove rage offe ma!e political leaders [was) more filtered than men' s"
(105). They argue that,
As a result, women must be militant in adapting theirbehaviour. and they operate in a more
regulated environment than males who arealso campaigning. This creates a setting in which
femalep oliticians aren ot only assessed onthe ir capabilities asapolitician,but also as a
traditional female. This actsas a deterrent for women considering running for office. Women
often have to make the choice to face an extra level of criticism of their personal !ife,a boveand
beyond that of the averag e male politician .
Stereotypes about Women's Roles
Th e negativ e stereotype women face whil e cam paignin g is exaggerated once voters reach the
polls; studies (McD enn ott, 1998 ; Alexander and Anderson, 1993) have found that when voters
have littl e other infonn ation about candid ates, they rely on gender toinferv ote-det enninin g
inform ation . When gender is associa ted with certain characteristics, for exam ple. whe n males
are associate d with mor e arnbi tion (Larim er et aI., 2007), decidin g a vo te based on the gender of
the candid ate can have the unfortunate effect of attributing ac harac teristicto a candid ate simply
becau se of their gender. Th e result is that politician s continue to face barri ers because of gender
stereotypes even after the carnp aign has end ed . Howe ver, it is not onl yt hegenderstereo typeson
the campa ign trail that are impactin g a woman ' s decision to run , butt he gender role distribut ion
in the greater society al so has this effect.
Stereotypes regardin g gender-appropriate work influence the likel ihoodthata womanwilldecide
to run for office . Women still hold a larger proportion of famil yre spon sibiliti es and have less
leisure tim e than men (Bashevkin, 200 9: 7). Women are more likel y to still face the doubl e shift
at home and at work. and therefore have less free time than men to explore and dedicate to other
endeavours s-such as running for office. If they do decide to run for office, their responsibilities
are compoun ded . Yet, it is not simply their increased responsibili ties, but the view -both of the
larger society and their own self-pe rception- rega rding women in polit icsthat keeps women
from runnin g in larger num bers.
A variety of factors impact the view of what co nstitutes appropriate "women's roles" in society.
Thomton et al. (1983) attribut es "youth , labor force experie nce, and edu cation al atta inment ... to
the formation of egalitarian views of women's roles, while church attendance and a
fundamentalist Protestant religious identification tend to preserve more traditional outlooks"
(211). Younger, well-educated, members of the population with job experience are more likely
than their religious, older. traditional counterparts to support egalitarian roles in society.
Therefore, these factors are likely to impact how a female politician is regarded, by herself and
by larger society.
Self-Perception and the Decision to Run
Society's views of appropriate roles for womenimpact the opportunities forthose women to
have political roles. These viewpoints influence the stereotypes women face while runnin g for
office and their own opinions about whether or not they are suitable candidates. It isth is self-
perception that often causes women to decide not to run in an election. Women are less likely to
view themselves as a potential politician , and consequently, are not throwing their hats into the
political arena. Fox and Lawless (2005) argue that:
Women, therefore, are less likely to believe they would make a good candidate.Th eirp ast asa
memberofa politicallye xcludedgroup - asawoman -furtherdecreasestheir chances of
presenting themselves as a potential political representative. This can be compounded depending
on their "politicized upbringing" (or lack thereof) and their additional "status asamembero f a
group historically excluded from politi cs", such as an ethnic group. Elder (2004) agrees with
Fox and Lawless (2005), arguing that, "po litical gender role socialization, al ack ofp olitical
confidence" (27) contribute to the chance s that a woman will present herself as a candidate .
Contributing to this relationship is what Verba et al (1997) describe as a disengagement from
politics - more women than men feel distanced fromthe political realm, "Women areless
politically interested, informed, and efficacious than men and that this gender gap in political
engagement has consequences for political participat ion" and that "genderdi fferencesinpolitical
interest, information, and efficacy" must also be considered to explain the gender gap in political
participation (1051). Although, Elder highlights self-se lection as the most important factor
explaining why women are not runni ng at the same rates as men (why they have a lower
descripti ve representation) this is not the only factor that impacts the relationship. Elder (2004)
expands the explanation to include "family responsibilities and the relative lyfewnumberso f
visible women role models in politics" (27) . These factor s combined contribu te to an
unwelcoming environment forpotential female candidates evaluating a decision to runin an
election. lt is much less appealing to decide to run for offic e when you are aware that your
personal life will be scrutinized. Additionally, with so few wome n in Parliament , it is difficult for
the existing women to set a precedent -and act as a role model -for future,as piring politicians.
The Ro/e Mode/E ff ect
The availabili ty of female politica l role model s isa significant factor in encouraging women to
run for office . Without female leaders and pol iticians to lookup toth ejob of politician become s
viewed as a maleprofession. This is anexampleof a "chicken ortheegg" scenario; womenare
more likely to run if women already sit in Parliament - but female political role models cannot
exist without first runnin g. If women do not see other women holding politica l positions, they are
less likely to envision themselves as potential candid ates (Hoog he and Stolle, 2004) . However,
the benefit s of havin g female role models are not limited to this encouragement. Role model s
can also increase the chance s of voters choosing a particular party and of the likelihood of
candidate s focussing on "Women's Interests" while carnpaigning . The lack of role model s can
help explain the recent plateau in representation of women in Parliament - women are less likely
to run without role mode ls and candidate s are less likely to focus on "Women' s Interests" if
women are not a large proportion of candidates.
Elder (2004) argues that this role model effect is a particularly noteworthyfactorforencouraging
women to run for politic s, and that:
Youn g women look to these role model s as a guide - to see which opportunitie s that will be
available to them when they become women . In Canada, this situation is particu larly dire - we
have only had one female Prime Minister - for short period of six months. Few women hold
positions of prestige within the executive - only one woman (A. Anne Mcle llan) has held a
"Pipe line" cab inet post since since 1997, and no woma n has everheldth epo sitionofMinisterof
Finance . Without these role models to refer to, the self-doubting cycle continue s and fewer
women are encouraged to become politician s in Canada.
While women are more likely to run when they can envi sion themselves in the role, this efTect is
not limited to adult women . Studies have found this relationship to exist arnong young,
adolescent girls. Change s in press coverag e efTect the information girls rece ive about female
politicians, and thus, the acceptabi lity of women as strong political Ieaders.Carnpbelland
Wolbrecht(2006) found that:
Considering the role-mod el cycle, it is clear that , as less wome n occupy high profil e positions -
fewer girls vicariously envision themselve s in these positions.
The role model efTect exists on other levels of political life as weII. The gender of high-profile
poli ticians has been found to impac t the substantive representation of women and party
pereeptionbyvoters.O 'Neill(l997)found that afe maleparty leaderresultedin:
The existence ofa female party leader persuades voters to support their party. In this way, role
models also increase the electora l chance sofaparty. O'Neill (1997)does not believe this is due
to increased substantive representation- "the need to improve the status of women and in support
offemini sm"( lll) -but instead , an increase in descriptive representation (the voters tendenc y to
positively evaluate the party leaders). This lends addit ional support to the necessity of descriptiv e
representation.
Addit ionally, other stud ies find that if a strong candidate exists, it may lead to an increased focus
on women's issues-if these issues could potentiall y hold abenefitelectorally.Murray( 2008)
The environment regarding women's issues changes if those issues become salient for other
candidates-thus, allowing a focus on women's interests. In this event, strongfemalecandidatcs
become agenda setters for their district. On the other hand , if strong female cand idates are not
runnin g for office -there is less pressure on other candid ates to addresswomen' si ssues.It is
better to have a strong female runnin g, who does not become elected, than to have no strong
female candidate at all. Not only can role mode ls encoura ge women to run for office , but strong
female political role model s can have the addition al benefitsofrecrui ting female voters and
increasing the focus on women ' s interests.
2.2.2. T he Impa ct of Polit ical Part ies
One factor thatimpacts a woman' s experience in Parliament is the political party to which she
belon gs -and there arc a number of explanation s for this. First, women have been found to be
more left-leanin g than their male count erpart s (Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor Robinson, 2005;
Inglehart and Norris, 2000; Gidengil et aI., 2003; Wirls, 1986 ; and Conover, 1988) . This might
suggest that these parties are more female -friendl y -orthat women tend to relate to the issues
that leftist parties are likely to adopt. Regardless,th eirinclinationtowardsleftparties canbet o
their advanta ge, as these partie s are more likel y to promote and reward women with political
opportunitie s.
In their 2005 study of Latin America , Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Ro binson(2005) found that
leftist governments weremore likely to appointmorewomen andto increasingly prestigious
position s. Studlar andMoncrief(l999) came to a similar conclu sion regarding female politician s
in Canadian provincial politi cs. It is likely then, that leftistp arties on the federal level would
appointwomen to moreprestigious positions thanthe moreright-leaning parties. However. this
basicrelationshiphasbeenunexplored attheCanadianfederall eveI.
It has been establi shed though, that the experiences of women within the parties vary (Trimble
and Arscott, 2003; Bashevkin , 1993; Lovendu ski and Norri s, 1993). This might be because
federal political parties have differed in their approach to female inclusion . Throughout history,
each party has adopted differ ent approache s and mandate s forappealing to women and
increasing women' s part icipation; consequentl y, each party has met with varyin g results.
Measures such as nomination quotas, for example , have been adopte d briefl y (by some parties)
asameans to increaseparticipation bywomenat the electoral level.Secondly, the atmosphere of
political parties and their level of openne ss, affect s the experienee of those women .
The NO P, particularly, possesses auni que "third party" status in Canadian federal polit ics -this
distinctive role in the political realm has the potential to broaden the definit ion of "Succe ss"
with in that party (and subsequently, the path to success) so as to bern ore inclusive to traditional
women's interests. If the priorities and platform s of these parties resemble "Women's Interests",
success within such a party has a differen t meaning. This study aims to uncover what and how
political party influences the experience s of Members of Parliamen t and whether or not they are
more likely to becom e successful in a particular po litical party. The NOP,a sthe "third"party,
has an unusual position within the Canad ian federa l realm. Primari ly, the fact that the NOP has
never been a federal governing party allows them an independence from the limitations faced by
the governing parties. Bowler and Lanoue (1992) posit that Ouverger ' s Law pits the NOP as a
"peripheral actor" (485) . In that way, the NOP is able to somewha t circumvent traditional party
compe tition to operate within independent standards. They can foeus on issues not adopted by
traditional parties - or tradit ional issues in a unique way.
AlthoughYoung( 1996)arguesthatthe"cohesive, impermeab le character of Canad ian parties
and a three-party system have prevented the Canad ian [feminist] move ment from deve loping an
exclusive relationship with any one party" (229) and the Canad ian feminist movement has had a
"growing apartisan orientation since the mid-1980s"(229), the NOP is still considered to hold
valuable ground with Canadian women . Erickson and O' Neill (2002) argue that Canadian
women are more likely than men to vote for parties on the left, in particular, the NOP.
Furthermo re, of the three women to lead electorally viable federal part ies in Canada - two
headed the NDP: Audrey McLaughlin from December 1989 to October 1995 and then, Alexa
McDonough from October 1995 to January 2003. The third was Kim Campbell, the first (and
only) female Prime Mini ster of Canada who served a short six months as leader of the
Progressive Conservatives - June to December 1993 (Trimble and Arscott, 2003: 72 -73).
Women seem to penetrate leadership roles with the NDP more frequently, and for longer periods
of time, in a way that is unprecedented within the other federal politicalp artie s.ltis yett ob e
determined if the same effect will exist for the Green Party, and leader ElizabethMay, elected as
Studlaran d Moncrief (1997) argue that at the provin cial level, it is the proportion of the
governing caucus that is composed of women that is more likely to inIluence the proportion of
women in cabinet, rathe r than the proporti on of female members of the legislature as a whole. In
Canada specifically, part ies with more women are likely to promote women to cabinet. This
suggests that the lack of women in Canada's goveming partie s is directly related to the level of
power that women are able to achieve-yet again, we see that descriptiver epresentation affects
the substantive capabiliti es of female polit icians. The female-friendly atmosphere ofl eft-leaning
parties, includ ing their voluntary nomination quotas, help to increase support from female voters
and to support gender equality in Parliament. Measures such as these have the potential to
overcome inherent gender barriers in Canadian politi cs that remain despite years of political
participation by women.
2.2.3. Qu ota Sys tems and How T hey Ca n In cr ease th e Repre sent ation of Wome n
Onemeasure in particularhas consistently shown to increasethe numberof women in
governme nts - quota s. Adoption of such quota s, therefore , has the potenti al to jump start female
particip ation in Canada ' s Parliamen t and circumvent the existing barri ers to women's descriptive
representationingovernment. As a result, examining possible quotaimplementation in Canada-
and adoptin g such mea sures -could allow women an increased prese nce in Parli ament without
major societal change. More women in Parliament could result ini ncreased opportunities for
women, as well as moresupport- andthus, moreattention given to - women's issues. lf women
constitute a larger proport ion of the seats in Parli ament , a larger pool of wom en will exist to
choose from for high- rankin g position s and a critic al mass wi ll exist to bring increased suppo rt
for the issue s introd uced by women . However, quot as have on ly been employed in Cana da on a
voluntary level by two parties, the Liberal s and the NDP, with the form er abandoning these
measures short ly after their ado ption.
Heath et al. (2005) identify a numbe r of instituti onal factors as infiuencin gan increasein the
descriptiv e representation of wom en . First Past the Postel ectora I sys tems, as well as leader -
based commi ttee and cabinet appo intm ent struc tures (both of which Canada has) can
disadvantage women politician s. In order to enc our age gender parity in Parliam ent. Bashe vkin
(2009 ) and other s recommend the adoption of quotas . Research on quota s for women in politics
has incre ased in the past couple dec ade s (Kr ook , 2009). Thi s is part iallyd uetowhatKrook
(2009 ) describe s as a "surge of intere st in politi cal repre sentatio n" (3) .The adoptionofquotas
has increased exponentia lly since the 1995 UN Conferenc e on Women in Beij ing:
Quot as are becomin g a fast growing trend in pol itics and political research (Krook, 200 9: 4) .
Krookli ststhreet ypesof genderquotas.First,r eserved seats require that a set num ber of sea ts
are set aside for fem ale can didates and polit icians. Thi s type of quota functions differentl y
dependin g on the electoral system of the given area (6). Second , legislative quotas prov ide the
newest genre of quot a poli cy. Th is type of quota generally takes the form 0 fl egislationpassedby
national assemblies thatrequiresparties to nominatea certainnumberof women inelections(8).
Third , part y quotas are similar to legislativ e quot as except that they are adopted volunt aril y by
parti es them selve s. Partie s can sugges t that they aim to reach a certa in proportion offemales
within their nominee s (7), and often place these policies directl y into their party constituti ons.
Party quot as have been implemented in vary ing ways in Can ada, with differences across
provinc es and parti es.
Fem ale nomination quota targets were introduc ed in the in the 1993 and1997el ections as an
attempt to increase the numb er of women nomin ated by each part y (Trimble and Arsco tt, 2003:
60). Th e Pro gressive Co nserva tives did not introduce such measure s; howeve r, the Libera I Party
and the NOP both attempted to fill mor e cand idate spots with female s - a 25% goal for the
Liberal s and a 50% goal for the NOP. Each party met with some success - 28% of the Liberal
cand idates were female in the 1997 , up from 22% in 1993. Sim ilarly, the NOP nominated 39%
females in 1993, and 36% in 1997. Despite this success, the Liberal Party did not renew this
commitment for the 2000 elect ion . The NOP cont inues to attempt to reach gender parit y in its
nomination process. An adoption of a quota system can encourage the party to increase its focus
on equality inParliam entandhelpencou ragewom ent orunfor office -therefore,incre asingth e
may then lead to more women in the higher ranks of power.
CABINET PORTFOLIOS, WOMEN'S ROLES, AND CANADIAN POLITICS
The representation of women in legislatures (or lack thereot) has a distinct effect besides just the
representation for women's interests. It can also lead to a gender speci fic (male-dominated)
orga nizat ional structure. It has been suggeste d that the gender of part icipants affects the way in
which organizations function. Women have been foundto operate differently in committees than
men (Kathlene, 1994; Rosenth al, 1998). Rosenthal (1998) states that, "compared to their male
colleagues, women committee chairs on average also report a greater reliance on collaborative
strategies in the management of their committees" (847). Kathlene (1994) states that "as the
proportion of women increases in a legislative body, men become more verbally aggressive and
controlling of the hearing. Women legislators may be seriously disadvantag ed and unable to
participate equally in legislative policymaking in comm ittee hearin gs"(560).Cabinetand
committees continue to operate in a male-dominated sphere.
In fact, Heath et al (2005) argue that "to achieve full incorporation into the legislative arena,
newc omers must do more than just win seats . They must change the institutions that allow the
traditio nally dominant group to hoard scarce polit ical resources" (420). For women to be
underrepresented in politics is to perpetu ate a male-centred political structure that will continue
to disadvantage wome n and continu e to be impenetrable for women politici ans and leaders. An
organizational structure generated by one gender disproportionately more than the other, is to
have a political structure determined by inequality.
Women ' s pre sence is importan t for substantive represen tatio n, bu t their presence is import ant
symbolically as wel l. As discussed above , women ' s presence in legislatures has an important
ro le mod el effect, and norm ativ ely, demon strate s that the legislature is inclu sive and represents
the population. However , the symbolic importance of women ' s presence extend s beyond simply
attainin g seats in the legislature . The nature ofl egislative activity and leadershiprolesof
member s of Parl iamen t is also important. On ly a minori ty of polit ician s are able to enter the
upper level s of power - of the se, few are wom en . Studies have shown that wom en tend to be
delegatedpositionsas sociatedwithwom en'sint erests andthatthese position s are not generally
con sidered to be prestigiou s. Thu s, for "traditionally domin ant male polit ical leader s" to
"distribute scarce politic al resource s" to fema lesr epresent s ac onflict -there are limited seats
and women frequently receive the position s of lower status (Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor -
Robin son , 2005).
Membe rs of the political executiv e -the cabin et -form the gove mm ental eli te. To be placed in
cabinet is to achieve a level of political prestige and power that is beyond the level afforded to
the average politician . As Studlar andMoncri ef (1997) state, "a cabin et pos ition isa much
stronger position from which to wie ld pow er in an executiv e-cent ered and party-di sciplin ed
Parliament ary system" (67) . Thu s, in order for wom en to gain substantialp owerwithin
government, it is importantthat they are represented within cabinet. Furthermore. Atchison
(2009 - and others , see Th omas, 1991) find s that having women in cabinet does make a
difference -they are better positioned than fem ales in legislatures tos uccess fullypass female-
friendly polic y. Curt in (2008) add s to this by arguing that, "the descriptive representation of
wom en in cabin et is a necessary but not suffic ient condit ion to achieve women-friendly policy
outcomes. Rather, substantive representation of wome n by women political leaders also requires
women ' s political activ ism" (490). When women are placed in cabinet, they tend to pursue
substantive representation for women -and they are able to do this more effec tively when they
are in positions of power, as in the executiv e. How ever, when in the ex ecutive, women are often
placed in positions of lower prestige and power. As the level of prestige increases, women's
presence is less common.
Researchalso points to the importance of a critical mass - a mass thatsupportswomen's
interests. The abilit y of woment omake adi fference whileincabinet is further influenced by
wheth er or not they are supported by their peers. Thomas (1991) states that "women do indeed
make a difference and that their capaci ty to do so is related to the level of support from
colleagues" (958). Curtin speci fies that an "in fluentialj eminist reference group is a necessary
supplement to women's executive presence" (490 , emphasis added). Thus, not only must women
be chosen for these position s but a support system increases their chances of being heard while in
cabinet. A critical mass - of critical actors - must accompanywomen in orderto most effectively
In order to best influence policy , women must be considered for important pos itions when power
is distributedamongst politicians, as most power is particularly concentratedin a small number
of position s. Thus, it is not simply the appoinlmenl to the cabinetthatmatter s, but to which the
portfolio matters, as well. Cabinet members do have a higher level of power than a Member of
Parliarnent -which is accompanied by an increased ability to influence policy-making.
3. 1 Dele rminingthe Pr esti ge of Ca binet Portfolio s
While being appointed to cabinet is a significant indicatorofa legislator' simportanceand
position within the governing party, there is another importan t distinctiontobemadewithin
cabinetit self ,betweenregularportfoliosand "topjobs."These "topjobs" arero lesthatcome
equipped with the highest levels of prestige and power. Globally, women tend to not be
appointed to these high prestige posts (Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robinson, 2005; Heath et
al., 2005 ; Reynolds, 1999). Additi onally, portfo lios associated with women are generally not
considered to be prestigio us. Which positions are top job s? Accordingto Trimble and Arscott
(2003) '~opjobs" aredefinedby thefact that theyeonfer statusand leadership (184) . Worldwide ,
portfolio s related to finance and foreign affairs have been shown to hoidpowerandinfluence
within govemment s. lnt he Canadiancontext,theMinisterofJusticei san addition al "top
position" (Bashevkin 2009 : 130). Canad ian female politician s hoIdadisproportionat ely low
number of these "top jobs" (Trimb le and Arscott, 2003 : 3).
There are a variety of methods for measuring the prestige of portfolios. Everitt (20 1I) and
Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Robin son (2005) , distinguish roles as "high, medium and low
prestige" - indicatin g a scale of import ance. Escobar-Lemmon and Taylor-Rob inson (2005)
describe high level ministries as those that "exercise significant control over policy, are very
prestigious, and are highly visible" - including "Finance and Economy, Foreign Affairs,
Governm ent/Interior, and Public Securit y and Defense" (833). Medium -prestige ministers, on
the other hand, "control significant financia l resource s, but lack the prestige of top posts:
Agriculture, ConstructionandPublic Works, Education, Environment andNaturalResources,
Health and Social Welfare, Industry and Comm erce , Justice , Labor, Transportation,
Communications and Information , and Plannin g and Development " (833). They include all
other portfolio s (many that could be classified as traditi onal women 's interests) as " low- prestige
and offer few resource s for patrona ge" (833). These include : Childr en and Family , Culture,
Scienceand Technology, Sports, Tourism, Women's Affairs. ministers for reform of the state,
temporary and transient ministries, and mini sters without portfolio (833).
Moon and Fountain (1997) utilize a method that groups portfolio s basedontheirt ype-
"defining, physical resources and social"- which is based on a defin itionbyRose,197 6.Moon
and Fountain (1997) describe these categorie s as encomp assing particularportfolios:
What is generally associated with traditi onal women ' s interests arc identified by Moon and
Fountain (1997) and Rose (1976) as "social". Laver and Hunt (1992) advance one step further to
confer rankings onto these portfolio s.
The positions of Finance and Foreign Affa irs are consistently found to be prestigious in a variety
of governments - from Latin Americ a to Australia (Heath et al., 2005; Moon and Fountain,
1997) . In Canada, these portfolio s are also prestigious, and in add ition,Ju slicei su sually
considered to be a top job . Accordin g to Laver and Hunt (1992), the highestranked portfoli os in
Canada (with I constitutin g the highest rankin g and 10 as the lowest rankin g) are : Finance
(1.50), External Affair s (3.05), Trade (3.85), and Juslice (5.31). Bashevkin' s( 2009)
categorizationoftopjobsal soinclude sJu slice,but excludesTrade.
What are the implications of this definition of "Pipeline" posts? If only three to four positions are
consideredhi ghlypr estigious, only a smallnumb er of politicians can gain access to these keys to
power. Furthermore, none of these prestigious portfolios overlaps with vt raditional women's
interests"- indicating that" Women's Interests"are nots imilarly equipped with prestige. By
extension, focusing on activities related to these interests will not increase prestige forth eM P -
and indeed can keep the MP from being involved in interests that are more prestigious: timeand
resources are limited. MPs cannot do everything.
Portfolio Allocotion:Th elm pact ofOffi ce-Seeking Tendencies
The Canadian political environment and the factors influencing career advancement may affect
why "top jobs" are more prestigious than "Women' s Interests". Laver and Hunt (1992) found
that Members of Parliarnent in Canada tend to be regarded as "office -seeking" more so than
"policy-seeking." They state that these cabinet positions can be:
On thissca le (las policy-seeking,9asoffice-seeking),Lave rand Hunt (1992) rank Canada at
5.23; this means that Canadian MPs are slightly more office-seeking than policy-seeking (163).
Cabinet positions in Canada are considered to be rewards offo nn ing govemment rather thanasa
means to create policy. Cabinet positions, therefore, are allocated based on who should receive
the "valued payoffs" instead of who would be the most effective policy-maker. Thus those who
are more competitive contenders - who Heath (2005) refers to as the "t raditionally dominant
group" - tend to receiveth esepo sition sa sapayoff,or am eanst oa ppease the competition.Thi s
"dominant group" is almost entirely composed of men.
Cabinet portfolio s and committee position s are a limited resource and their allocation results in
political consequences for the executive. The numberofpositions is not infinite , and the prestige
of each position varies. There can only be one Finance Minister at any given time, for example,
and only one MP receives the prestige and power accorded to the position. Inthiswa y, successi s
a limited resource, divvied up throughout the party by the Prime Minister. The PM allocates
these positions ina strategy of what Laver and Hunt (1992) describe as the "government
fonn ation game" . Portfoliosar eallocatedbasedonwhatismost strategicallybeneficialfo rth e
executive. This relationship is especiall y strong when the PM allocates these positions, rather
than a committ ee. Reynolds (1999) and Heath (2005) find that when government leaders or the
executive control appointments, as thePrime Ministerdoes inCanada, women are less likely to
be appointed to these positions. Reynolds (1999) argues that "ab sence is not merely a sign of
disadvantage anddisenfranchisement, butthe exclusion of women from positions of power also
compound s gender stereotypes and retard s the pace of equalization" (549). Furthermor e, the
positions that women are likely to be allocated to tend to beconsidered lower status. This
consequently impacts the chances of women rising in power.
Women and Cab inet Portfolios
One pers istent fact regarding wome n in the execut ives of legislatures across the world is that
they tend to receivc "women' si ssues" cabinet posts. and these posts arenotgenerallyco nsidered
to be prestigious. In their Latin American-conce ntrated study, Heathe ta l. (2005) found "that
women tendto be isolated on women's issuesand social issues committeesand keptoff of power
and econo mics/foreign affa irs committees" (420) . Moo n and Fountain (1997) observed a similar
result in Australia where "women ministersareoverrepresentedinsocial portfolioareas and
unde rrepresented in definin g and physica l resource mobili sation areas" (455). "Women's issues"
are not synonymou s with "high profile " position s. Thus , while it is desirable to have women in
cabinet, for women to be appoin ted to portfolio s pertaini ng to traditi onaI women ' s spheres is to
prohibit them from holding highe r ranking positions.
In the Canadian context, Clarke and Kornberg (1979) and Trimble and Arsco tt (2003) have
observed a similar effect (as have Studlarand Moncrief (I 997) at the provincial level). Women
in Canad ian politics are still largeiy focused on "Women' s Interests" and rema in excluded from
'~op jobs." I n her I 999 article, Tremb lay identifies "health care , care of the eiderly , education ,
housing and the environment " (440) as women ' s interests . However, the effect that the adoption
of these interests has on the "Success" of female MPs is largely unexarnined . lfwomenareless
likely to receive prestigious portfolios when they focus on wome n's interests, then what women
currently face in Parliament is a glass ceiling that is even less perceptible than previous glass
ceilings . The next frontier in equality in Parliarnent is to be fought ont he frontlinesof the
3.2 Party Leade rship : No Wo me n in the Driv e r ' s Sca t, Who ' s Dr ivin g the Ca r?
"Women hove theirfoot in the door ond can sit among the country's leodingp olitico/
decision-makers,buttheya reno tpo sitionedtoassume/ eodershipof politica/ parties,
regard/ess of their persona/ qualities " (Trimb/e and ArscolI, 2003: /59)
Runni ngfor the leadersh ipof apolitica l partyisanindicatorof support from party member s and
becoming leader confer s a level of prest ige and power, a level ofpower that has been almos t
entire ly been awa rded to mal e Parliamentarians. Apart from a few exception s, women have
rarel y front ed a federal Canad ian polit ical part y and only once has a woman leda govemi ng
party. Kim Campbe ll' s car eer as Can ada' s on ly fem ale Prime Mini ster was markedly short (six
months) and did not surviv e the elec tion . As Bashevkin (1993) states, "the higher, more pow erful
and more competitive politic al positions remain overwhelmingly in the hand s of men" (89). Thi s
is a feature of wh at Trimbl e and Arsc ott (2003) describe as the "revolving doo r" of female
leadersh ip (women as party leade rs are genera lly short-lived posit ions): " female leaders serve, on
avera ge, only two year s in the post" (183) . Women often do not ho ld these position s, and even
less frequently hold them long-term .
If women are not present in these position s -or rarel y. and for short period s 0 f tirne s- this
indicates that wo men are not raising in status within partie s to the same degre e as men . Thi s.
along with their absence from prestigiou s portfolio s within cabinet , illustrates that women are
still not reachin g level s of power comparab le to wh at is avail able to men. For this reaso n, itis
important to consider leade rship-including leade rship bids-when co nsidering the nature of
politica l career s and the ex tent to which succe ss may vary acco rding to variab les such as sex.
Whi le becomi ng the leader of a party is more diffic ult and demon strates a higher level of prestige
and success than simply running . Therefo re, runnin g for the leade rship of ap arty is also
important and indicates more status than what is afforded to the averag e MP.
While the number of female party leaders (and President s and Prime Ministers) aro und the world
is limited, their presence in these top job has increased overtime, making it increasingly possible
to study not only barrie rs to success, but also the pathways to success . The lack of women in
leadership roles exaggerates an atmosphere that is less than welcoming to women. By studying
the ease with which women can reach high levels of power is to study not only their impact on
women'srepresentation.but alsoth e opportunitiesthe yh avetoinfluence the basic structure and
environmentof politics. More women in politics not only can change the issuesthat are
addressed, but theway in which they are approached and discussed. Th is factor has the potential
to inlluence the total experience of involvement in politics -a shift possibly fromco nfrontational
methods to collaborative - thereforealso encouraging morewomen, andmoretypes of women.
to become invo lved in politics.
3.3. Repres entational Plateau: Why Sludy th e Period of 1997 -2011 ?
As of 1993. Canada was experiencin g its own effects of the "Year of the Woman" - the boom in
female political particip ation that America had witnessed in 1992 (Dolan, 1998; Delli Carp ini
and Fuchs, 1993; Plutzer and Zipp, 1996). Not only had Canada sworn in its first female Prime
Minister, but it was at its "high water mark" for federal female leadership (Trimb le and Arscott,
2003 : 70.Thc futureappcarcd tob c bright for gcndcr cquality in Parliarnent.Unexpected ly,
things began to chang e (or actually-remain the sarne) as the percenta ge of electedfemaleMPs
reached a plateau and hovered aro und 20% (Trimb le and Arscott, 2003: 30) . No woman has
since reached comparable levels of power to Kim Cam pbell. Th is timeline, therefore, presents an
interestingcasestudyasit representsa uniquepe riodof history." Women' s Interests" were once
prominent on the political forefront and later decreased in polit ical significance. What remains is
a plateau for gender equality. This results in a new experience for wornen in Parliament, and a
fresh need for innovative solutions to break throu gh the lingering obstacles.
Explaining /he Plateau
What accounts for the apparent stagna tion? Academics have proposed a number of theories
regardin g women' s participatio n in poli tics. One explanatio n is the shiftinga ttitudinal
perspective in North Americ a regard ing female political particip ation or "current complacency
with the status quo" (Trimble and Arscott, 2003: 160). Bashevk in( 2009) explains this further,
demonstratin g that the public feels that equality has already been achieved: "the seeming success
of past decades has ironically come to form yet another barrier ... we assume that progress has
already been made" (8). Suppo rt for feminis m has been a leading indicator of how the pub lic
feels towardsgenderpari tyin Parliament(lnglehanandNorris,2000;Conover, 1988).A number
of factors impact the strength ofs uppon for feminism : part icularly, work and family life (Plutze r,
1988 ; Thorntonet al., 1983); indeed, eventhe priority one places on materialism plays a role
(Steel et al., 1992). Accord ing to this perspective, women arc now at a plateau in government,
fuelledbythc public ' s belief that equality has been achieved . However, there are a numbe r of
political realm s in which women are not equal to men. These arc less visible than in other
decades. It is not that women are not sitting in the House, but that theyare less likely to have
opportunities with in part ies and the executive.
Public parties respond in kind to public complacency, with their own inaction.Th e attention that
political parties devote to gender equali ty is certainly not at its peak. Trimble and Arsco tt (2003)
argue that there was a:
Short 20-year span in which the underrepresentation of women in poli tics received
anentionas ani dentifiable problem on the publicagenda worthyofpolicy so lution, that
is, from roughly the mid to late 1960s to the mid to late 1980s (l 60).
Since the beginning of the I990s, the federal political atmosphere has changed considerab ly.
Gidengil et al.( 2003) assertt hat the1 993 election marked a "re-eme rgenceof significan t gender
gap in support of the new party of the right: women were much less likely than men to vote
Reforrn"(I40). Gidengile ta l. (2003) argue that this trend persisted through the 1997 and 2000
election, even after the rebrandin g of the Reforrn Party to the Canadian Aliiance in the 2000
election (140).
Th is gender gap remains with Harper ' s govemme nt - with men preferrin g Harper - "He was ten
percentage points weaker among females in early June of[2 004]" and that gap remained in 2008
(Bashevkin, 2009: 134-5). Harper ' s govemm ent introdu ced other socia l measures that aidt he
explanation as to why progress has stalled. His govemme nt has consistently opposed child-care
prograrnsi ntroduced by the Paul Mart ing ovemm ent in 2004 and socia l prograrns introduced
during the Mulroney years have been slowly "shredding" (Bashevkin, 2009: 133-5). As a result,
Canadians have increasingly more household responsibiliti es, and because women are
respo nsible for more unpaid work than men, this results in unequal responsibilities in the private
sphere (Bashevkin, 2009: 7). Harper has appointed a small proportion of wornen to his cabinets
and no woman in the recent Conservative party has held "top position s comparable to those held
by women of the Mulrone y years and following, such as deputy prime minister , minister of
foreign affairs , orminister ofjustice"(Bashevkin , 2009:1 30). ltappears that progress in
women ' s advancement within the legislature is not only slowing , but slowly reversing.
Based on earlier decades, one could assume that women from 1997 to 20 11 would beoffered
moreop portunities, andm oreprestigious positions, than everbe fore.H owever, the opposite is
true; women have been offered fewer prospects . If this is not addressed, and the trend contin ues,
women will not beable to achieve positions with higber levels of prestige,andtheir
opportunit ies may actuall y decrease . This is the first time since women entered Canadian politic s
that their predece ssors have had more opportunitie s than those who are now enterin g. Women in
this period had few possibiliti es to progress to higher levels of succe ss. even those who focus on
comm ittee work related to the prestigious "Pipeli ne" issue areas.
4.1. Data and Meas uring Ca reers in Parli ament
The goal of this study is to under stand the effect that caree r paths and comm itteem embership
cabinet posts and particul arly investigates whether focusing on "Women' s Interests" affects the
likelihood of becomin g "Successful" in Parliarnent. Speci ficaUy, I ask whether politician s who
substantively representwomen (through"Women's Interest" committees) are less likely to
receive "Pipeline" cabinet posts, less likely to remain in Parliament for a significant period of
time, or less likely to become leader of their party?
To begin to answer this question , I assembled a dataset on committee memberships and cabinet
posts for men and women MPs in the 36th to 40th sittings of Parliarnent (1997-201 I) . My primary
source of infonnation was the Parliament of Canada website, which feature sprofi lesfor each
MemberofParliarnentin Canada.Th erew ere6 28individualMPsintheperiod studied -495 of
these MPs were men (78.8%) and 133 were women (or 21.2%).
4.1.2. Ind epend ent Var iables
In order to understandhow involvementwith"Women's Interests"affects thecareer paths of
politician s, I first needed to quantify the substantive representati on of women. One way to
conceptuali ze substantive representation is by analyzing the Member 's involvem ent in
commineesand cabinet posts/ .The se activities indicate the areas in which politicians expend
their efforts and energy. However, as these positions and memberships are appointed by the
executive or party leaders, the selection of members can also be analyzed to understandwhic h
types of politicians are placed on which commillees.
I break the substantive representation of women into two distinct indicators (traditional
"Women's Interests" and the "Status of Women"), both of which are based on Tremblay's
(1999) study, "Do Female MPs Substantively Represent Women? A Study of Legislative
Behaviour in Canada' s 35th Parliaroent". In this research, Tremblay defines "Women's Interests"
bills as separate from "women's rights" bills.
Tremblay (1999) points to other scholars who identify women's interestsas those that "reflect
women's roles as caregivers both in the family and society" (440). Specifically, she links this
with involvement in "health care, care of the elderly, education, housing and the environment".
Thus one of the independent variables in this study, "Women's Interests", includesan
involvementincommilleesor cabinetpos tsre lated to these fields(seeTable 4· 1).
2 This is not to say committee involvement is the only, or even the most cfTective test of
Substantive Representation, but instead, one way of measuring the activities of MPs and how
theyareableto substantivcly representi ntercst groups.
Whatare "Women's lnterests"
committees?
"Women's interests" include involvement
in committees andlo r cabinet pos itions that
corre spond with Tremblay' s defin ition of
"traditional women's interests"- those
related to "hea lth care, care of the elderly,
education, housing and the environment".
Committees that relate to this incl ude:
Hum an Righ ts
These com mittees reflect this defi nit ion of
"t raditional women 's interests" .
The "Women's Interest" variable is binary: if a politicianwas involved in a "Women's Interest"
co mmittee or cab inet post, their involvem ent with " Women's Interests" was coded as I (while
those witho ut such involvement were coded asO ).
The Status of Women
Acco rding to Tremblay (\ 999), "wo men's rights" are distinct from " women' s tradit ional
interests"; " Wom en ' s rights't are vthose that are fem inist in intent and that dea l with issues
having a di rect impa ct on women" (439). Therefore, the committ ee equivalent to "w ome n' s
rights" bills is involvem ent with the comm ittee for the Status of Women . To test the effect of
substantive repre sentation related to"wo men's rights." parti cipation in legislative activity related
to the Status of wo men was incl uded as a separate variable. Th is vari ab le is also binary: if anMP
was invo lved in the Status of Women Committ ee (as either a member or as the Minister) they
were coded as I, if not, they were coded as O.
Hypoth eses: the Expected Impact of Substant ively Representing Women
There are a number of hypotheses 1 propose. First, as Heath et al. (2005) have found that the
existence ofa "women's affairs" committeedecreases the chancesthat a womanwill be
promoted to high prestige positions, 1hypothesize that legislators will be less likely to achieve
"Success" if they are invol ved in women' s interests and women' s rights.
Hla : Participation in activiti es related /0 "Women's Interests " and the Status of Women
leads MPs to achieve less "Success ".
Second ly, l hypothe size that wome n will constitute the majority of member s on these
committees. I expectthat we will see fewermen on these committees thanwomen.
~::ne;:'~~i~:;; a higher tendency to be in "Women 's Interests " and the Status 0/
I expect that hypotheses l a and Ib will be directly related. Sincewomenare more likely to
represent women' s interests in committ ee membership, they wi ll therefore face the co nseque nces
of pursuing interests that are in fact, less prestigious, This will Iead them to be less likely to have
long careers, less likely to have high status positions in cabinet, and less likely to run in
leadership conventions. Involvement in these types of committ ees. however, is not the sole factor
that impacts whether or not a woman will become "Successful", but one factor that affects this
result ; for the purposes of this study, committee membership is the main variable to be examined
to understand the impact on "Success".
It is important to note, in the Canadian context, that only the LiberaI Party and the Conservative
Party (or one of its predecessors, the Progressive Conserva tive Party) have been governing
parties. For the period of 1997-201 I only the Liberal and the Conserva tive Parti es were in
power. Clearly, only these two parties could have prod uced cabinet ministers, and only these
parties were potential governing parties. Thus, their role within Parliament differedfro m thatof
non-governing parties. Given that not all parties formed government at this time, we should
expe ct the influence of substantively representing women to bed ifferent on women 's caree r
"success." Furthermore. as women are found to be more left-leaning. and left-parties tend to
promote more women thanothers, the relationshipbetween women's success andtheiradoption
of women's interests could potentially differ from that of the traditional governing part ies. Two
hypotheses stem from the differences across parties in their capacity for government formation:
Thus, the potential may exist for women within the NDP party to branch out and also be
successful. Therefore, "Success" differs across part ies. The experiences of women in different
parties may vary depending on the goals of the party, and subsequently, their welcoming
atmosphere for women.
4.1.3 . Dependent Va riables
In order to test these hypotheses, I formed a concept of "Success" that was specific to Canadian
federal politics. There are three components to this definit ion of success:a ) leadership; b)
longevity; and c) prestigious positions in cabinet ("P ipeline" portfolios).Eac h componentw as
coded into a var iable of its own , and then an additive index of all three was also created. Creating
a concept of "Success" such as this one, allows for a multi -faceted understandin gofwhatit
means to reach these levels within Canadian federal politic s. In order to be successful then, one
mustnot onlybe ablet oremainpopularelectorally(continuetowinre-election),but alsowithin
their parties (by receiving high-profile position s and runnin g or gaining Ieadership ).Thi s
definitionacknowledgesthatalthoughaMPmay make strides with in indiv idual areas within this
concep t, in order to rise within Parliarncnt to levels of high power, generally all three aspcc tsare
necessary . Furtherm ore, it high lights the fact that wome n rarely (or in this study, never) gain all
three of these facets . This definition, therefore , allow s for both ac ombin ed and separate analysis
of where women are absent. Through this, it can be better underst ood how and why women, or
thosewho substantivel yrepresentwomen,farewithin Parliarnent.lt anemp tst ofurtherthe
exploration into which factors impact women' s rise into power and therefore, strengthen the
understandin g of why so few women are present in higher levels of power .
Leadership
The first variable, leadership, is broken down into four categories: becomin g Prime Minister was
coded (3), achievin g party leadership (2), runnin g for leadership (I ) and all other (0). It was
codedthi sw ayt oreflectthedifTerentlevels ofle adership:runningfor leadership indieates a
higher level ofsueeessand slatus than not running, but winnin g the leadershipe ontestill ustrates
a high level of support from the party. Similarl y, becomin g Prime Minister represents a level of
support from the party (and usuall y, the count ry as well) . Since this is the mostprestigious
positio n in Canadian politics it was coded higher than the other levels ofi eadership. To become
Prime Minister of Canada is to achieve a high level of success in Parliament.
However, it is only a verysmall number of politicians who become Prime Minister. This dataset
includ es only four MPs who had becom e PM (Jean Chretien, Stephen Harper , Paul Martin and
Joseph Clark- and in the case of Joe Clark, his term as PM came prior to the 1997-2011 period) ,
but it is not onl y these four membe rs that cou ld be consideredtobe "Successful " in Canadian
politi cs. Arguabl y, there are plent y of oth er "Successful" MP s in Canada. Thu s, the other
indicator s of success are also importan t- such as care er length (longevity) and being appo inted
to a high profile cabinet position .
Longevity
The seco nd factor , longevity (ora long career in Parliarn ent ) illustrat es that the MP has been able
to mainta in support within his or her ridin g and has been able to skirt contro versyth atmight
expel them from power, therefor e playin g the political garnesuffic ientlyt oremain ap olitician .
Longevity alone does not necessarily indicate a high level of powerand prestige in Parliament,
as backb enchers may also rem ain in pow er for long periods of time. However , paired with the
other elements of "Success", longevit y provi des an important comp onent,illustrat ingthattheMP
has been success ful enough to remain a politician . This var iable was coded into terci les base do n
the length of an MP ' s career: short care ers, medium careers. and long car eers . The total number
of MPs were divided into three groups based on the length of their caree r: those that fell wi thin
the lowest thirdwas coded as "shortcareers", "medium careers"werethe middle thirdand those
that fell into the highest career s were "long" .
Cabinet Portfolios: Pipeline versus Other
The third component of the" Success" achieved by a Member of ParIiament is constituted by
whether or not the MPhas held a seat in cabinet- and more importantly, whether or not he or
she has held what is considered to be a "Pipeline" post. As I suggested earlier in this thesis, this
study employs a conception of "Pipeline" post (or, "top job") thati sb asedonthe existing
literature about the prestige and importance of cabinet portfolios. In particular,th e ranking of
portfolios advanced by Laver and Hunt (1992), the position of posts worldwide according to
Escobar-Lernmon and Taylor-Robinson (2005),and Bashevkin' s (2009) definitionof"topjobs"
in the Canadian context all impact the classification of "Pipeline" posts in this thesis.
The positions of Finance and Foreign AjJairs are consistently found to be prestigious in a variety
of governments from Latin America to Australia (Heath et aI., 2005; Moon and Fountain, 1997).
In Canada, these portfolios are also intluential, and in addition,Justice is also identified asa top
job (Bashevkin 2009). According to Laver and Hunt (I9 92),th e highest ranked portfolios in
Canada (with I constituting the highest ranking and 10 the lowest ranking) are: Finance (1.50),
ExternaIAjJairs(3 .05),Trade(3. 85), and JlIstice(5.3 I) . Bashevki n's (2009) categorization of
top jo bs also includes J urnce, but excludes Trade. Given Bashevkin's local knowledge and
research on Canada specifically, for this study, I have also opted to exelude Trade from my list
ofp restigious" pipeline positions". Thus three positions (Finance, Justice and Foreign AlTairs)
will be considered prestigious "Pipeline" posts at the exclusion of all others (see Table 4.2).
There are a number of benefits from using this measure. Thisdi stinction allows a clear division
bctweenrninisters achieving "Success" oc "nota chieving success"; ifMP srece ive one ofth ese
cabinet portfolios then they have been success ful. This measure is also specifically Canadian,
and identifie s what is prestigious within Canada' s legislature in particular .
Table 4-2
What are "Pipelin e" Cabinet Posts?
Mini ster of Finan ce
1\1inisterofJu stice and Attom ey
General
Minister of Forei gn Affairs
involvementin committeemembership,
but also cabinet posts as well.
These positions are considered prestigious in Canada specifically, andthereforeconceptu alizing
pipelin e posts in this way has the potential to illustrate the extent to which polit icians reach high
levels of status within the Canadian legislature.
Not all cabinet portfolios are pipeline portfolios. In addition to the top jobs, I also incorporat e an
assessment of other types of cab inet posts. In part icular, cabinet posts reiated to "Women's
Interests" are included as a means to understan d whether women dominate cabinet posts that are
associated with "Women's Interests".andto understand whetherwomenwho focus on
substantively representing women in commi ttee are likely to be appoin ted to these cabinet posts .
What are "Women's Interest" Cabinet
Posts?
These are the interests defined by
Tremb lay (1999) to be of particular
interest to women. These include
"health care , care of the elderly,
education, housing and the
environm ent". Of these. two corre spond
to cabinet posts in Parliamen t:
Environ ment and Health. Therefo re, the
posts of,
are considered to be "Women's
Interests" cabinet posts. Involvement in
women' s rights, or the Status of
Women, constitutes another, separate
variab le.
Tabl e 4-3 describe s what is considered to be a "Women's Interest" cabinet post. There are fewer
cabinetposts relatedto "Women's Interests" thancommittees related to similarissues as a
smaller number of cabinet position s correspond to the definit ion oftraditional women ' s interests
(such as lIuman Rights and the Status of Persons with Disabiliti es). Therefore , the posts of
Mini ster of Health and Minister of Environment are the two portfo lios examined .
4.1.3. Controlllnterv en in g Vari ab les
While the main purpose of this thesis is to examine the impactof committee workon success in
the House of Commons, much of the basi s of this research is about the impact of committee
work on women ' s career s in particular . I therefore include sex asacontrolvariable. lexpectthat
the careers of wome n and me n may not be affected by committee work equa lly, and that they
will not be offered the same opportu nities in Parliament. I suspect that wome n wi ll be more
likely to adopt women ' s issues and that they wi ll be less likely to be appoin ted to high prestige
positions. In addition to including sex in the analy sis, I also contro I for political party . As
different partie s have vary ing appro ache s to the inclu sion of women , as well as policy platform s
that mayor may not appeal to women . I hypothesize that women 's experience s within these
partie s will vary. I expect that both of these variable s (sex and party ) will inl1uence the
relationship betwe en the focus on "Women' s Intere sts" and "Su ccess".
In order to asse ss the impac t of the subs tantive representatio n of wome n on legislative caree rs, I
cond uct a serie s of bivariate analy ses to assess the links between the varia bles of interest. Thi s
method ena bles me to discove r whether or not a relationship exi sts between the substantive
representationof women (by analyzing theirinvolvement in committees andcabinet posts) and
their subseq uent success (longevity, lead ership and " Pipe line" posts). Before Idothat, I will
discus s the careers of women who gained some level of "Success" as defin edinthi sth esis.In
this way. I can painta pictureof which women were able to maintain some facet of this
NOTABLE WOM EN IN TH E 36T11T O THE 40TII I'ARLIAMENT S
Although many of the women well-known in federal Canadian politics preceded the time period
of this study, this thesis does not intend to argue that femaleMPs did not, in some capaci ty,
reach notoriety in Canadian federal politic s during the time period of 1997-201 I. This section
explores the careers of some of the most prominentwomen who sat in Parliament throughout this
time, and the extent to which they reached "Su ccess" as defined in this study. Byd oing this, it is
possible to see how, and underwhich circumstances. female MPs do achieve levels of "Success".
Thus, this section attemp ts to help with isolating the factors that advance gender equality in
Canadian politics. Clearly, many of the women who were first to hold prominent positions - the
first elected (Agnes McPhail), the first to sit in cabinet (Judy Lamarsh), and the first female
Prime Minister (Kim Campbe ll) - sat in Parliament years and decades before 1997. However,
thatdoes not mean that notable women were absent from the morerecentsittings of Parliament.
From the 36th to the 40th sittings of Parliamen t, women were prominent across all parties,
includi ng running for the leadership of each major polit ical party. However, the numberof
women to sit in cabinet, especially in prestigious positions, is Iimited.In fact, many of the
womenwho sat incabinet hadthe position of "Minister of State" - a cabinetpositionwithouta
portfolio. Women are therefore often receivin g cabinet positions that are more ceremonial than
This sectione xamines thecare ersofaselectn umberfe male MPs in depth, as a means to
illustrate what a "Successful" female politician looked like in the period from l 997 t02 0 11. I
chronicl e detail s about their party affiliation, their posts in Parliament . Specificall y, I recorded
whether or not they were on a committee or cabinet position related to a rPipeline ' vtop job issue
area, or if they held posts or responsibilitie s related to "Women's Interests" - aswell asn oting
whether or not they ran for leadership of their party , This section highlightswomenwhoreached
the highest levels of "Success" within this period ,and ilIustrateswhat their careersl ooked like
(particularly, how each differed from the average fema le MP). These notable women have been
involved in a range of different parties - Liberal, Conservative, NDP and the Bloc Quebecois. It
include s women who have received a high level of public anent ion -all have reached some level
of "Success" as defined in this study' <wh ether a lengthy caree r, a leadershipb id,orhold ing a
"P ipeline"-related post. However , none of these women achieved all three in this period of time.
The most success ful women , therefor e, still did not reach of the highest level of "success,"the
level of success that only men achieved durin g these years in the House of Common s. The
women included in this section are Anne McLellan , Sheila Copp s, Belinda Stronach, Martha
Hall Findlay, Diane Albonc zy, Francine Lalonde and Alexa McDonough.
AnneMcLellandiffers fromtheotherprominent womendiscussed in this section in a numberof
ways . First, she is the only woman to have held a "Pipeline" cabinet post (Finance, Foreign
Affairs or Justice) from the 36th_ 40 th sittings (although many were involved in" Pipeline"-
related committee s. none of the other s were appointed to "P ipeline 't positions in cabinet}.
Consequently, she is also the only fema le to have held both a traditiona l " Women's Interest"-
related cab inet post (Ilea lth) and a pipeline post (Min ister of Justice and Atlome yG enera l). She
' See methodologys ection for more detailedex planationo f conceptionso f "Success" for the
purpo ses of this study.
is the on ly woman to have held a cabinet post in a pipeli ne-related area while 15 men held
pipelin e-rel ated cabinet posts in this sarne period of time.
• Elected to the35 th,36th,37thand38thSinings
• Liberal Party
o Minister of Just ice and Attorney Genera l
(1997.06.11-2002.01.14)
• Minister of Health
(2002.0 1.15 -2003.12.11)
o No involvement with the Status of Women
o Did not run for leadership
Ad ditionally, McLellan is the only woman in this sectio n to not have run forth el eadership ofh er
party. However, it should be noted that Shei la Copps ran for the Libera l Ieadership during
McLellan ' s caree r, and this could have potentially influ encedherde cision to run (as Cop ps was
criticize d and a two-woman ball ot would have been unpreced ented) . McLellan had no
involvement with the Status of Women or withany committees related to "women's interests."
5.2 She ila Co p ps
Sheila Copps is described by Bashevkin (2009) as being "among one of the most mem orabl e
women in the Cana dian House of Co mmo ns durin g recent decades" (39) . Bashevkin further
notes that, "Copps distinguished hersel f as a feisty ' Rat Pack ' debate r whoshouted, heckled,an d
con sistently peppered Con serva tive mini sters with tough quest ions" (39) . She ran for the Libera l
lead ership on two occas ions (1990 and 2003) . She was cri ticize d as being both too young and
too agg ress ive (Bas hevk in, 2009: 64 and 39). In thi s way, she was unco nventio nal. However ,
she was appointed to the post of " Minister of Environment" a traditional " Women's Intere st"
cabinet portfolio . Even her bid for the leadership did not lead to a prom otio n to a " Pipeline"
cabi netposl.
Sheila Copps
• Electedtothe33rd,34th, 35th(b y-election),36th
and 37th Sittings.
• Liberal Party
: ~:~::I~:';~:ti~~~~~: ~~~;:~ ~~·~o-~::6.0 1 .24)
• Leadership candidate twice (1990, 2003)
Cop ps is unique amongst this group of notable wome n in that she had no involvement in
"Pipeline"-related issue areas or cabinet portfolios at alI. She was appointed astbe Minister of
Environment by Jean Chretien after he defeated her in tbe 1990 leadership election . She also had
no involvementin committeesrelated to the Status of Women. as many women discussed in this
section do not. This might indica te that women who achieve high levels of success are often not
invo lved in traditiona l women's rights committ ees.
BelindaS tronachwasalsoa frcquent topic for the presswhicho ften tofocusedo n hcr perso nal
life. She was the second woman to run for the Conservative leadership, Flora MacDonald was
the first to run for the job in 1976 (Bashevkin, 2009: 39). She ran for the pos ition before
becoming an MP (she later ran - and was elected - as an MP in Newmarket-Aurora) (Bashevkin ,
2009 :75 -6).
• Elected to the 38th and 39th Sittings
• Conservative(2004-2005 .05.16),andthen
• ~~:~r~~o~h~~~%:a~~~~~~~'~::~~t::~t)
(2006.04 .03-2007.09.14)
o Member of the Foreign Affairs and Intemational
TradeCo mmittee(2004.10.04 -2 005. l l .29)
• Ran for leadership of the Conserva tive party (2004)
Stron ach then famously switched to the Libera l Party to become a Libera l cabinet minister
(Bashevkin , 2009 : 76). Although she had no involvement in tradition aI "Women' s Interest"
committee s or cabinet positions, she has the distinction of being the 0 nlywomandiscussedin
this chapter to have been involved with the Status of Women Committ ee . Although she ran for
the leadership of the Conservative Party, she did not succeed at secu ring it. Furthermore , even
though she was involved in the committee for Foreign Affairs and International Trade, she was
never appointed to a "P ipeline" cabinet post. Stronach retired from politi cs in 2007 (Bashevkin,
2009 :77) .
5.4.l\1a rt ha lI aIl Find lay
Martha Hall Findlayhad arel ative lybri ef careerinfederalpolitics, sittingfor onlypart ofthe
39th sitting, the full 40th sitting, and was subsequently defeated in the 2011 Canadian Federal
Election. She becam e the second woman to run for the leadersh ip of the Libera I Party in 2006
(the first of course being Sheila Copp s). As women rarely run, runnin g for leadership is an
importan t indicator of success.
Martha Hall Findlay
• Elected to the39t h(2 008 By-E lection)a nd 40th
Sittings
• LiberalParty
o No "women's interest"committee involvement
o No involvement with the Status of Women
• Assistant Critict oF inance (2008.03.3l - 2008.11.14)
• Ran for leader ship of the Liberal Party (2006)
Whil e sitting as an opposition MP , Findlay served as Assistant Critic to Finance (a "Pi pe line"-
related are a) and had no involvement with either traditi onal " Women's Interests "or the Statusof
5.5. Dian e Alb on czy
Diane Albo nczy has an exte nsive portfolio including committe e mem bership in both "P ipeline" »
related areas as well as traditional "Women's Interest" related areas. Although a longstanding
cabinetminister, Albonczy has remained eithera Minister or Secretary of State. This follows the
trend since the beginni ng of Stephen Harp er' s Prime Min isteria l carccr , in which a growing
propo rtion of female cabinet ministers are Ministers of State, rather than ministers with a
portfolio.
DianeAlbonczy
• Elected to the 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 39t h, 40th and 41st Sittings.
• RefonnParty (1993.10.25- 2000.03.26), CanadianR eform
Conservat ive Alliance (2000 .03.27-2003. 12.22) and
Conserva tive Party(2003. 12.23 -p resent)
o Minister of State of Foreig n AtTairs (Americas and Consular
AfTairs) (20 11.01.04 - present), Parliamentary Secretary to
the Minister of Finance (2006 .02.07 -2007.08 .13),
• Criticof Health(2001.01.05-2001.12.17),Assi stantCriticof
Just ice (I 995-1996.10.24)
• Member of Foreign AfTairs and Defence (20 11.01.04 -p resent),
Vice Chai r of Environment and Energy Secu rity (200 8.10.30
-20 10.01.18), Standin g Committee of Justice and Lega l AfTairs
( 1994.01.17 - 1996.02 .02, 1994.01.17 - 1996.02.02) , Statuso f
Persons withDisabiliti es (l 997.09.22-1 999.09.18,1 999.10.12-
2000. 10.22), Health (2001.01. 29- 2002.09.16) and Finance
(2006.04 .03 -2 007.09.14)
o No involvement in the Status of Women Committee
• Ran for leadership ofthe Canadian Alliance 120021
Althou gh she ran for the party leader ship , has had a relatively lengthy car eer as an MP, arnple
experience in cabinet and in "Pipelin e'I-related committees, she has yett ob eappointedtoa
" Pipeline" -rela ted cabin et portfoli o by Prim e Minister lIarper -indeed, she has yet to be
appo inted to a port folio. Her lack of a portfolio is surpris ing, given the length and natur e of her
Franci ne Lalonde ran for the leadersh ip of the Bloc Quebecoi s in 1997 soon afterthe inception of
theparty.A s manyoftheotherfe ma lepolitician sfeatured here,she has had no involvement in
theStatusof Womencommittee . Shealso has notbeeninvolvedi nanyothertraditio nal
• Electe d to the 35th, 36th, 37th, 38th, 39th and 40th
Sittings.
• Bloc Quebecoi s Party
• Critic of Foreign AfTairs (1999.06.30 - 2oo6 .09.1 I,
2007.0 1.23 -2 008.06.25,2009.05.22 -2 0 11.0 1.20)
• Sat on Standin g Co mmittee on Foreign AfTairs and
International Trade (1999 .10. 12 -2 000.10.22,
2001.01.29 - 2002.09. 16, 2002.09.30 -20 03.11.12,
2004.02.02 - 2004.05.23,2004.10.04-2005.11.29,
2006.04.03-2007.09.14, 200 7.10.16 - 2008 .09.07
2009.0 1.26 - 2009.12.30,2 010.03.03- 20 11.03.26)
o No involvement inthe Status of Women Committee
• Ran for leadership of the Bloc (199 71
Lalonde does, however , have extensive involvement with Foreign AfTairs and International
Trad e, servi nga sthepartycriticfTom I999t020 11.Sheh as alsobeen a longstandin gMember
of Parli ament, elected from the 35th to 40 th Sittin gs. As a membe r of the Bloc Quebeco is, not a
governing party, she did not have the oppo rtunit y to sit in cabinet. Howeve r, she was the Critic
of Foreign AfTairs and International Trade, which cou ld be con sidered a high prestige positio n
within non -governin g parti es.
S.7.A lexa l\lc Donoug h
Toge ther with Audrey Mc laughlin, Alexa McD onough is one of the most well -known women in
the NDP. Mclaughlin , the first female federal party leader , was repl aced by McD onough.
McDonough "cham pion[ed] a non-trad itional leadersh ip style" (Trimble and Arscott , 2003 : 86)
and is described by Trimble and Arsco tt (2003) to be "Cana da 's most experien ced femaleparty
leader " (88). She doubl ed the party's sea ts in 1997, and was able to secure official party status
(Trimble and Arscott, 2003 : 87). As an MP , she he ld prominen t critic pos itions: oppo sing the
Prim e Mini ster, and as crit ic to Foreign Affa irs . She was also critic of the International Human
Rights port foIio, but as most all of the women featured in thi s sec tion , was not involved with the
Sta tus of Wom en Co mmittee . She resigned as lead er of the NDP in 2003 (Bashevkin, 2009: 5).
Alexa Mcdon ough
• Elected to the 36t h, 37th, 38th and 39th Sitt ings
• NewDemocraticP arty
• Critic of Foreign Affairs (2003.02.04 - 2007.09.26),
Intemat ionaIH uman Rights (2004.04.16 - 2004.07.21)
and Prime Min ister(I997.06.02 -2003.02.03)
• Sat on Standin gC ommitt ee onForei gnA ffairs and
Internat ional Developm ent (2002.09.30 -20 03.11. 12,
2004.02.02-2004.05 .23,2 006.04.03 -2007.09. 14)
o No involvement inthe Status of Women Committee
: ~:;d::~~:~:';.:o:~: ~~:_~;~~~ (1995 and 200 1)
Toge the r, these seven exampl es of promine nt Canadian poli ticians paint a pict ure of a
"Success ful" woman in Parliament. Only one of the se women was involved with comm ittee
committee . Converse ly, only one was appo inted to a " Pipeli ne"-rela ted cab inet portfo lio (A.
Anne McL ell an). Alth ough all of these women ran for their respecti ve party ' s leadership (wi th
the exce ptio n of Mclellan), only Alexa McDonough succeeded in sec uring the leaders hipof her
party, the NDP.
What doc s a "Successful" female MP look like? The fem ale MPs discussed were more likely to
be involved with " Pipe line" comm ittees than the avera ge fem ale MP and much less likely to be
in committee workrelated to traditional "Women's Interests", and intwo of these cases held a
cabinet port folio related to tradi tional "women's interests." A successful woman in Canad ian
politics still oflendoes not receive a "Pipe line'I-related cabinet portfolioo rbecome leaderofa
party . Genera lly, the highest leve l of success that a woman can expect in Parliament is running
for leadership of the party or remaining in office fora long term . While exam ining the political
careers of these seven women in detail prov ides some indicationofwhatittakestobea
"Successful" female politician , the followin g section provide s a broader look at the activitie s of
6.1 Background
This section presents the results of the relation ship between substantively representingwomen
through committ ee and cabinet involvemen t on "Success". The definition of "Succe ss" for this
thesis has three components : "Pipeline" cabinet positions (prestigious posts),leadership,and
longevity in Parliament. The first part describe s the rates at which MPs were involvedin
"Women' s Interests" and the Status of Women Committee , which is the independent varia ble.
The second part of this section exam ines each compone nt of "Success" separately, and then as a
group, and the afTect that the independent variable has on this dependent variable.
Legislative Activity Related to "Women 's Int erests "
The first step to understanding the impact that substantively representing women has on the
careers of polit icians is to analyze the rates at which politicians, both male and female,
participate in activities related to "Women's Interests". Membershipon committees related to
women' s interests (including Status of Persons with Disabiliti es, Human Rights, Health and
Environment committees) can beunderstood to bea means to substantively represent women.
Thus, the degree to which women and men tend to be appoi nted to these committees also
illustrates a gender difference between who represents women substantively.
While overall more men are involved in committe es related to wome n' s interests (N of 266
versus 89l, as seen here, whe n we exami ne part icipation rates by sex, wome n are significantly
more likely than men to be invo lved in women' s intere sts : 66.4 % of wome n compared to 53 .8%
of men areinvolved. Theproportion of women who sit on "Women's Interests"committeesis
nearly twice the proportion of those who do not, or ove r two third s of fema le politicians in this
period. Furt hermore, the significance level of this relationship is 0.006 , indica ting that the
relationship between sex and adoption of women' s issues is stat istica lly significant. The fac t that
more women are involved in women's interests, also considered less prestigious positions,
illustrates that wo men are more concentrated then men in less-prestigious positions.
The appo intment of MPs to a " Women' s Interest' t-related cabinet post is a higher level of
prestige than com mittee membershi p, as it s ignifies that the MP was appointed to cabinet. Thi s
appo intment auto matically infers a higher level of power and influence than that of the
comm ittee members hip . " Women's Intere st" cabinet portfol ios are still less prestigious ,
however , than "Pipelin e"-re lated cabinet posts . Table 6-2 presents the appointment to cabinet
portfolio s related to women 's intere st, by sex.
"Women's lnterests" Cabinet Posts b Sex
Men Women Total
484 1127 6 11
None 98.0% 94.8% 97.3%
One or More 2.~% 5.~% 2.1;%
Total 1O~~1o 11O~~1o I~~%
Ch212 1.177/S i nificanceO .OOO/Gamma-0 .087
The trend remains: when broken down by sex, the proportion of women appointedto a
"W omen' s Interest" cabinet post is twice as high as the propo rtion of men appoint ed to a similar
portfolio - even though only 7 women were selected, compared to 10 men. Although these
number s seem fairly similar, women constitut e a much lower proportion of the total number of
seats in the House of Commons. Thus , whi le 5.2% of women held these positions, 2% of men
also hold a women' s interest cabinet post. This is a relationship significant at the 0.000 level,
indicating it is statistically significant, Furthermor e, the proportion of women appointed to these
positions is smallerthan the proportion who sat on committees relatedto women's interests.
Thus women in Parliamentarelikelyto represent women's interests in committees andin
cabinet, but they do so, for the most part, in committ ee work.
LegislaliveA clivityReial edl ol lle Slal llsoflVomell
The Status of WomenCommitteewas createdin 1971 as a response to therecommendation
contained in the report of the Royal Commission on the Status of Women in 1970. Since 1986,
the position of "Minister responsible for the Status of Women " has been held consistently by a
female cabine t member . This one post is reserved fora female (inc reasingly, this responsib ility is
allocated to a Mini ster of State, which indicat es it is not a portfolio on its own) . As shown in
Table 6-3, much of the legislative activit y related to the Status of Women , even at the committee
level, is performed by women.
Invo lvement in Status OfWo~~~...,.B'="~:"'--:e_n r-:T=-ota-'---I
No Involvement in the 475 89 1 564
Status of Women 84.2% 15.8% 100%
Involvement in Status of 19 45 64
Women 29.7% 70.3% 100%
'-C-h2-10 1-.83-5/-Si-nifi-,ca-nce.L...:0~.:c::..:.~~;~am~~~51 1~~~
Women were significantly more likely than men to be involved in the Status of Women. 70.3%
of women (45) compared to 29.7% of men (19) were either on the Status of Women Committee
or held the position ofM inisterofthc Status of Women . Furthermore , whereas nearly one third
of all wome n MPs had some involvement in the Status of Women (45 of 134), only a small
fract ion of male MPs were involved (19 of 494). Thus, altho ugh men constitute nearly 30% of all
ofM Ps (both male and female) involved with legislative activity related to this issue, when we
focus solely on men themselves, the proportion ofMPs involved dropss ubstantially: only3 .9%
of male MPs (19/494) were involved in this committee. The vast majority of men have no
involvement whatsoever with legislative activity re!ated to the Status of Women. This constitutes
another activity, of low prestige, of which about 30% of women are involved.
6.2. Who Receives the " Pipeline" Posts?
The first indicator of success is the receipt ofa "Pipeline" position. These high prestige
positions, or "top jobs", are divvied by the executive arnongsta se!ect fewc abinetmembe rs.
Being appointed to such a position denotes a high level ofs tatus arnongst the governing party, as
well as a significant level of responsibility. Clearly, this type of position can onlybe givento a
member of the governing party. Thus, the analysis here is limited to those within the Liberal and
Before examining the rate of promotion to "Pipcline" cabinet posts. iti simpc rativetopresentth e
ratesofappointmcnt to cabinet, in general. Table 6-4 does justth at, presentingth er elationship
arnongst the two governing parties, The Liberal Party and the Conservative Party,a nd
appointment to cabinet. The rate at which a political party promotes its members may be
indicative of the types of opportun ities available to MPs in each party.
It appea rs by Table 6-4 that the Liberal Party are more likely to appoint more of their member s to
cabine t positions than the Conservatives. However, this very significant relation ship might, in
actuality, be a result of the long-stand ing reign of the Liberal Partyinthe1990sunderJean
Chretien. Many of the members were incumbents in th is period of study and were promoted
previou s to 1997. The new Conservative Party, on the otherh and, is a fairly young party, and has
not held office for as many years as the Liberal Party did in the Chretien/Martin era. It will be
interesting to compare the data in Table 6-4 with similar data collected in a few years, after
Harper' s majority government has had a few years of stability.
Even considerin g the differenc es in length of govemm ent, it is notable that there is quite a
diffe rence between the Liberal Party (promoting 120 different MPs to cabinet) ,andthe
Conservatives, promoting only 36. Thu s, whereas the Liberal Party appointed nearly half of all
its MPs in this period to a cabinet position at some point, only a quarterof ConservativeMPs
have had such an oppo rtun ity. This suggests that Liberal MPs may have had more access to the
paths to power. Alternatively, it may also indicate a switch to a more concentrat ed pool of more
power ful politicians, rather than a dispersed version of power. In general,about 40.1% ofMP s
that are member s of governing part ies were appointed to cabinet from 1997-20 11.
Now that the average rate of cabinet appoin tment for governing part ies has been established, we
can retum to the primary goal of this section, answering the basic question: what is the rate at
whicht heavera gec abinetmini steri spromotedtoth eseprestigious position s? Table 6-5 presents
this relationship. Of the 175 ministers who held cabinet posts in this period, 19 (or 10.9%) were
"Pipeline" posts.
"Pi eline" Cabinet Posts and Cabinet Posts, Amon st MPs
Cabinet No Cabinet
Post Post
156
89.1%
19
10.9%
453
100%
o
0%
609
100%
19
100%
453 628
100% 100% 100%
Ch25 0.717/Significance O.00ILambda l
Even though "Pipeline" posts only constitute a minority of cabinet positions, they constitute an
even smaller minority of MPs. Only 19 of 628 MPs in this period held a "Pipeline" cabinet post.
The "Pipeline" post, therefore, represents the most elite of the executive. What does this elite
look like? For one, they are almost entirely male. Table 6-6 displays the relationship betweens ex
and "pipeline posts".
~~neline" Cabinet Posts and Cabinet Posts, Amongst MPs by Sex
Cabinet No Cabinet
Post Post Tota l
No "Pipe~~~; Cabinet 117 359 476
86.7% 100.0% 96.4%
"Pipeli~~~~abinet 18 0 18
13.3% 0.0% 3.6%
Total 135 359 494100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
NO"Pipe~~;;' Cabinet
"PiPel i~~~~abinet
133
99.3%
I
0.7%
134
100.0%
Of the 19 politicians appointed to "Pipeline" cabinet posts 18 were men; 3.6% of all male MPs
were appointed to this position, whereas less than 1% of all female MPs were appointed to these
positions (0.7%). This relationship is so strong in fact, that the relationship between involvement
in cabinet posts and "Pipeline" cabinet posts disappears for women when the control of sex is
addcd.Fu rthermore,ofthe I9mena ppointedtotheseposts,three(JeanChreti en, Paul Martin
and Joe Clark) also became Prime Minister. Only four Prime Ministers sat during this period,
and the fourth, Stephen Harper, had a fairly short career before becoming Prime Minister. His
party was not in power while he was an MP. Thus, he never had the opportunity to hold such a
positionbeforebecoming Prime Minister. Of the cabinet ministersin this period,men weremuch
more likely than women to be appointed to "Pipeline" posts than women.
"Pipeline" Cabinet Posts ond "Women' s Interests "
The next step in this analysis ist o move beyond what these MPs looked Iike( descriptive
representation) to analyse how their activities in Parliament (substantive representation) impacts
their chances of being involved in prestigious "Pipeline" posts, Of the utmost significance to this
study is whether a MP who substantively represents women through committee involvement is
likely to achieve success, through factors such as receiving "Pipe line" posts. Involvement with
"Women' s Interests" alone does not appear to impact whether or not a MP will be appointed to a
"Pipeline" cabinetpo st. Thera tesof promotion to thesepo stsarefairly similar amongst those
involved or uninvolved with "Women' s Interests". Of those that hold "Pipeline" posts. 8 (42.1%)
had no "Women' s Interest", whereas II (57.9%) did hold a "Women's Interest". Neither the Chi
Square nor Gamma produceda significant measure of association to indicate a strong
relationship exists between the two factors.
However, there is another level ofi nvolvement of'" Women's Interests" : on the executive level.
To understand whether there is anyovcrlap between holding cabinet portfolios related to
women' s issues and "Pipeline" posts (receipt ofa high-prestige position), the two were also cross
tabulated and the results can be seen in Table 6-7. This table shows the relationship between
"Women's Interests" cabinet posts and the likelihood of receiving a top position (a "Pipeline"
cabinet post).
~w:men'slnterests" CabinetPosts and "Pipeline" Cabinet
No "Women's
"Women's Interest" TotalInterest" Cabinet
Cabinet Post Post
No "Pipeline" 594 14 608
Cabinet Post 97.2% 82.4% 96.8%
"Pipeline" Post 17 3 202.8% 17.6% 3.2%
Total 6 11 17 628
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Ch2 I J.853/S i nificance O.014 / Gamma O.764
Of the cab inet ministers who had ever held "Women' s Interest" cabinet posts , only three had also
held "Pipeline" posts at one time or another. Ther e appears to be minimal crosso ver between the
two types of positions. However, of the 628 Membe rs of Parl iament during this time period, 594
(94.58%) had held no women' s interest or pipeline cabinet post whatsoever. Thus, the number of
MPs actually holding either of these positions is a small exc lusive pool of execu tive member s.
The fact that 82.4% of those that held "Women's Interest" cabinet posts did not holda lso
" Pipeline" cabinet posts illustrates that although cabinet posts are generally dispersed amongst a
small group of individuals, those that represent "Pipeline" posts and those that represent
"Women's Interests" generally do not consist of the same individuals. Therefore, those who are
involved in " Women' s Interests" in cabinet, those that can be understood to be substantively
representing women, are not likely to be given a prestigious cabinet position. This supports my
hypothesis that those who represent women are less likely to be "SuccessfuI" as measured by
receivingh ighly-covetedp ipeline positions.
To unde rstand whether or not this relatio nship is consistent for both menand women, I added the
control of "sex" to further investigate this relationship . The results can be seen in Tab le 6-8 .
475
96.2%
19
3.8%
494
100%
No "Pipeline"
Cabinet Post
~:~I:;:~~st
~::;~n'si;~erests" Cabinet Posts and "Pipeline" Cab inet
Men
No "Pipeline" 127
Cabinet Post 100%
"Pipeline" 0
Cabinet Post 0%1=-==27"'---+-~'----j---'7':':':"'-
When sex was added as a control, the relationship became less significant. This is likely to have
occ urred due to the fact that amongs t all of the wome n included in this study only one held a
" Pipeline" cabinet post and she also held a "Women' s Interest" cabinet post (Anne McLellan,
Minister of Justice and Attorney Genera l, 1997.06.11 - 2002 .01.14; Minister of Health,
2002 .0 1.15-2003.12.11). Thus , 100% of the women who held a prestigious cabinet position
also held a traditional " Women' s Interest" cabinet post. Conversely, the majority of men who
held a pipelin e cabinet post did not hold a women' s interest post. Most MPs, includin g both men
and wom en, who held "Women's Interests" cabinet posts were unlikely to also hold a "Pipeline"
cabinet post. This indicates that those involved in "Women' s Interests", even those involved
withi n the higher level s o f power , the mini stry -are unlik ely to also be involved in " Pipeline"
cabin et posts. Thus, "Women's Interests" cabinet posts do not seem to lead toga ining more
prest igious positions. Although it is difficult to draw a conclusion about the natur e of wome n in
"Pipeline" posts (as there is only one), it is intriguing that McLellan would also have held a
" Women' s Interest" cabinet pos ition, suggest ing that she is expectedt o still rep resent women.
"Pipeline" Cabinet Posts and tile Status of Women
Tremblayindic atesth atthere aretwo levels of substantiver epresentation of women ' s interests:
traditional women ' s interests and women ' s right s. The previous section dealt with interests
considered to be traditi onal women ' s intere sts. Th e next stage 0 f theanalys is investigates the
impact oflegislative activity surrounding the Status of Wom en ("wo men's right s" committ ee) on
cabinet port folios. Th e Statu s of Women Committee is a parti cularly interestin g aspect to study
as it is dominated by women. On the committee level it is predominately women, whereas on the
cabinet level it is entirely composed of men. Therefore, unlik e the " Women',s Interests", whic h
has invo lvement of both men and wome n, the Statu s of Women represents an area almost
entirely female-d omin ated.
I hypothesized that legislative activity related to the Statu s of Women and " Women's Interests"
would be unlik ely to overlap with holdin g "P ipeli ne" portfolio. In other wo rds, those involved
with rep resentin g wom en will be less likely to be prom oted to prest igious cabin et positions. I
further hypoth esized that thi s wo uld be intensified for women, whom I expected to consti tute the
majorit y of the committ ee member ship s for " Women' s Interests" . Table 6-9 begins to illustrate
the relationship betw een legislative ac tivity relat ed to the Statu s of Women and "success."
Involvement in 64
Status of Women 15.8% 10.2%
19 628
100% 100% 100%
Only three Memb ers of Parliament were involved with both the Status of Women Comm ittee in
this period as well as a "Pipeline " cabinet post. Although also not statistically significant, this
table illustrate s that of those who have received "Pipeline" cabinetp osts.Thevastmajoritywere
not involved in the Status of Women, and of those involved in the StatusofWomen ,bu lk of
those were not assigned to "Pipeline" cabine t posts.
This relationshipdoes not become significant for menor womenwhen sex is added as a control.
This implies thatneithermen nor womenwho become involved in this committeeare likely to be
promoted to the prestigious positions of Foreign Affairs, Justice ar Finance, as illustrated in
No Invol vement in the
Stat us of Wom en
Invo lvement in Sta tus
of Wome n
No Involv ement in the
Statu s of Women
Invo lvemen t in Statu s
of Wom en
475
100%
19
100%
494
100%
89
100%
61
100%
134
100%
On ly one woman wa s appointed to a " Pipeline" cab inet post (A . Anne Mcle llan) and she was not
invo lved in the Statu s of Women committee. Of tho se promo ted to a "Pipel ine" cabinet po st
whi le also hav ing bee n invo lved in the Sta tus o f Women co m mitte e, all three were men . Again,
while these re su lts are no t sta tistica lly significan t, they are substan tivelyinteresting: men wh o
are involved in the legislative activity rela ted to the Status of Wo menmay notavoidpena lty,but
may in fact be rewarded .
When th is relation sh ip is extended to the cabin et level, it becom es ev ident that those who hold
Statu s of Wome n cabinet po sts do not also hold " Pipeline" cab inetpo sts.The sepo sitionsare
Status of Women Cab inet Posts and Appoint ment to
"Piveline" Cabinet Posts
No One or
"Pioeline " More Tota l
No Status of 601 19 620
Women Cabinet 98 .7% 100% 98.7%
Post
Status of Women 8 0 8
Cabin et Post 1.3% 0% 1.3%
Tota l 609 19 628
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Ch20.253 /Si nificance 0.781/G -1
As Tab le 6-11 illustrates. 100% of those who represent the Status of Wome n on the executive
level, did not hold a "Pipeline" cabinet post. This indica tes that thosew ho holdthepositionof
Minister Responsible for Status of Women are not likely to be subsequen tIy placed in a high
prestige position . As the Status of Women cabinet post is exclusively female, and the "Pipeline"
posts are nearly all held by male Parliarnentarians, what might this signi fy about these positions?
6.2.1"IJillclin e" and " \ Vomen's Int ere sts" Posts: Sex-Ty ped Positions?
For the purposes of this study, "Pipeline" and "Women's Interests" cabinet posts are both
essential to understand ing the effect of substantive representation 0 fwomen on the "Success" of
each Membe r ofP arliarnent. lfwomen mainly hold portfolios related to "Women' s Interests",
and men hold "Pipe line" cabine t posts , it indicates that these positions still operate within sex-
appropria te stereotypes. In the period of1997 - 20 1l ,men still held the "Pipe line"cabinetposts
(with one excep tion) , and women held more of the "Women' s Interests" posts, as well as all of
the Statu s of Women posts. Thi s section will present a reverse chronological repre sentation of
the se posts from the 40 th sitting to the 36 th sitting.
For the 40th sitting, all three pipelin e positions were held by men (seeT abl e6-1 2). Conv ersely,
the Statu s of Women position was held by wome n (Helen a Guergis and Rona Amb rose). Even
though Health was also held by a wo man , both Min isters of Environment were men. One might
arg ue , how ever , that given the increased promin ence of the Environment portf olio in the 2008
electi on (Jones, 2008; Boutet , 2008 ),th e statu s ofthi sportfolio was higher than norm al.
Ministers of "Pipeline" and"Women's Inter~.s~o~~~~e:~~:~:~:,O~n~i~~:gStatus of
"Pi eline" Cabinet Posts Women
Finance lames Micheal
(Jim) Flaherty ~~t~~~f
2008.10 .30 -
2011.05. 17
2008.10.30
Leona Aglukkaq -
In the Harper government that began in 2008, women domin ated the posts of Status of Women
and Health , whereas men held all " Pipeline" posts, as well as the post of Mini ster of
Environme nt. Th is trend continue s from his ear lier (2006) govemm ent.
The 39 th Sitti ng of Parliamen t resembl ed the 40 lh in that all pipel ine cabinet posts were held by
men . The "Women's Interests" portfolios, however, were also dom inated by men : Tony Clemen t
represe nted Health and John Baird was one of the two Ministers of Enviro nme nt. The Mi nisters
of Status of Women were both wo men (see Table 6- 13).
Ministers of "Pipeline" and " Women' s Interest" Cabinet Posts, 39 Sitt ing
Pioeline" Cabinet Posts Women
Name Date Name Date
Finance James Michael
2006.02.06
Status of
2006.02 .06
(Jim) Flaherty Women ~~:erleYJ . 2007.08 .13
2006.02.06 Josee 2007 .08 .14
Justice Vic Toews Verner
2007.01.03 2008 .10.29
2007.01.04
Hea lth ~~en~ent 2006.02.06~~c~~~uglas 2008 .10.29
Rona
2006.02 .06
~~::~sn Peter Gordon 2006.02.06 EnvironmentMacKay Ambro se 2007.0 1.03
2007.08. 13
Maxime Bernier
2007.08.14
John Baird
2007.0 1.04
2008.05.26 2008.10.29
Pau l Martin 's gove rnment (the 381h Sitt ing) was eve n more male-domin ated . All four mini sters
of "Pipeline" cabinet posts were ma le (see Tab le 6-14). Women also do not represent Health or
Environme nt. Instead, wo men represe nt on ly the Sta tus of Wom en and held fewer of these
positions than they did in other sittings.
Ministersof "Pipeline" and "Women's I~::~:';~~~r:~~?S:~d3iheS~~~~!s of
"Pi eline"C abinetPosts Women
Finance ~~~~rd
Goodale
Status of
2003.12.12 Women
2004.07.19
2004.07.19
Jean
Augustine
Uiia l
Dosanjh
David
Anderson
2004.07.20-
2006.02.05
Jean Chretien was Prime Minister for both the 36'h and 37'" Sitt ings of Parliament.Hi s
government is the only one discussed here to promote a woman to a "Pipeline" position.
The 37'" Sitting of Parliament is still mainly dominated by men; however, it include s the only
female to sit on a "Pipeline" cabinet post. A. Anne Mclellan was the Minister of Justice from
1997t 0 2002and aisor epresentedth ep ortfolio ofH ealth,I ater, from 2002 to 2003. Three
women represented the Status of Women (see Table 6-15).
Ministers of "Pipeline" and "Women's Interest" Cabinet Posts, 37 Sitting
"Pi eline" Cabinet Posts Women
Name Date Name Date
John Paul 2002.06.02 Status of I ~~;ustine 2002.05.26
Finance Manley Women I (Sec retary 2003.12.11
2003.12.11
1993.11.04 Claudette
2002.01.15
Paul Edgar
2002.06.01
Bradshaw 2002.05.25
Philippe Martin
Martin 2002.01.15 1996.01.25
Justice Cauchon HedyF ry
2003.12.11 2002.01.14
A. Anne 1997.06.11 Health A. Anne
2002.01.15
Mclellan
2002.01.14
Mclellan 2003.12.11
~o;::;sn Bill Graham 2002.01.16 Allan Rock 1997.06.11
2003.12.11 2002.01.14
John Paul 2000.10.17 David 1999.08.03
Manley
2002.01.14
Environment Anderson
2003.12.11
The 36th Sitting was similar to the 37th sitting. Anne Mclellan held the positiono f Justicean d
Attorney General. However, a woman held the position of Environment - Christine Susan
Stewart (see Table 6-16).
"Pi eline" Cabinet Posts Women
Name Date Name Date
Finance
1993.11.04
Status of
1996.01.25
Paul Edgar Hedy Fry
Philippe Martin 2002 .06.01 Women 2002.0 1.14
A. Anne 1997.06.1 1 1997.06.11
Justice Mclellan Health Allan Rock
2002.01.14 2002.01.14
1996.01.25
Environment
1997.06.1 1
~~::~sn Lloyd Axworthy 2000.10.16 I Stewart 1999.08.02
Women arenot prominentin either"Pipeline" posts or "Women's Interests" posts in any of the
sittings. In all sittings of Parliament, women were underrepre sented in both " Pipeline" posts and
"Women's Interest" posts, but do consistently head the portfol io of Status of Women . The fact
that men head all of these position s, part icular ly the "Pipeline" posts, illustrates that women are
still systematically excluded from many positions within cabinet. As the prestige of the portfolio
increase s, fewer women sit within those posts, fitting with Bashevkin' s (1985) rule that the
higher the position, the fewer women you tend to see holding the post.
Women in Cab inet: The Prop ortion That Have Ministr ies
Oneotheraspectofcabinetposts shou ldbeincluded :the tendenc y of women ' s cabinet positions
to be "Ministers of State" rather than Ministers with portfolio s. The following Table 6-17, and
the followin g Figure 6-1. illustrate the rates at which women' s cabinet posts actually represent a
portfolio , rather than simply a Mini ster of State.
Number of Women in Cabinet, 36th - 40th Parliament
with Portfoli os
36t h Sittings
37th Sitting
38th Sitting
39th Sitting
40thSittin
Figtll'e6 -1
P ercentage of Female Cabinet Mlutsters with
Porefoftnsp er Slttfug
~ 100II:: ~~~ 40 +--- ------- - -~ i 20 +----- - ------
~ ;; 0 +---~-~-__._-__._-~
~ .~ 36 th Sitti ng 37thSitting3 8th Sitt ing 39 th Sitti ng 40 th Sitt ing
This table tota ls the number of women who sat in cabinet fore ach sitting.Therefore, it illustrates
not the numberof women at any specific time, but instead, the numberof women in total thatsat
in cabinet per sitting (between one election and the next) . The number of women with portfolio s
has not increased,b ut instead the number of women that sat in the Parliament for the 40th Sittin g
with portfol ios is significantly lower than the 361h and 39th Parliamen ts. Although women are
sitting in cabinet, they are frequently not allocated anymini sterial responsibilit ies. This indicates
that they are being placed in cabinet in proportional numbers, but the placement is more
ceremoni al than practical. The numb ers of women in cabinet is misleading; the proportion of the
seats that they hold is not equal to the proportion of power that they aregiven. Furtherm ore,
Bashevkin( 2009) gives an alternate explanation for the jump in the 39th Sittings:
Bashevkin states that originally Harper's appointment of women was much lower. How ever,
after public pressure - specifically from Equal Voice - he adjusted the number of women in
Parliarnent.Despitethi s,th e data stillindicatesth atalargep roporti on of womenh oldno
portfolio. Furthermore, the number of women in cabinet, and without portfolios, has stalled since
Posts Held By Women
This raises a numberof additional questions. Particularly, how many women were allocated to
cabinet posts with ministries and, when appointed, what posts were these women given? In total,
24 different women were appointed to positions with ministries with in cabinet from 1997 - 20 1I .
Table 6-18 presents a list of pos itions that these women held, how many women were
responsible for these positions and the narnes of the women appointed to each post.
Internat ional Cooperat ion 6
ICan'oll, M:aria~1inna,SusarI Whel[an,
Canadian Heritage
Citizenship and Immigration
Women were mos t likely to hold the position of Minister ofintema tiona l Coo pera tion . Six
women held this pos ition from 1997-201 1. Th is was clo sely followed by Mini ster of Labou r and
Ministerof Cana dian Heritage; five women wereresponsible for each of these posts in this time
period. Minister of Citizenship and Immi gration and Minis ter of Huma n Reso urces and Skills
Development were two othercommon posts amongst female cabinet ministers, fourdifferent
women held these positions as well. A number of other positions had two female Ministers,
including the two "Women's Interest"cabinet posts of Health and Environment. However. La
Francophon ie and Official Languages, Western Economic Diversificati on, and National Revenu e
all held the same number of female Ministers (two), while a number of other positions had one
female cabinet minister. Therefore, the "Women's Interests" cabinet posts were notthe most
common post to be held by a woman . Six positions were more likely to be held by women , three
position s were just as likely to be held by women and eleven other positions were half as likely
to be held by women. This presents an additional question. Are "Traditional Women's Interests"
truly representative of the posts that are allocated to women? Or are the positions identifi ed here
(such as International Cooperation, Labour and Canadian Heritage), along with the Status of
Women , what could be more accurately described as women' s portfolio s? Furtherm ore, are these
positions even lowerpre stigethanthat ofthe "TraditionalWom en's Interests"?
6.3 Lead er ship and Substa ntive Repr esent ation of Women
The second variab le of "S uccess" for this study was leadership. Reaching a level of leadership
denotes gaining popularit y and support within a political party. However, there are a number of
levelsofleadershipthat a politiciancan reachandthus,forthepurposes ofthis study,l eadership
was measured on a scale. If aMPran for a political party leadership they were coded as 1. If they
succeeded ing aining that leadership, theywere codedas2. 1f that party were a governing party
while they were leader, and they therefore reached the level of Prime Mini ster, they were coded
as 3. Alloth erMPs (93.8%) were coded as 0 for having no leadership experience. This
dispersionofleadershipby sexi sdi splayedinTable6 -l9.
Leadership, By Sex
No
Leadershi Total
462 494
~~ W~
127 0 134
94.8% 0% WO%
589 4 628
93.8% 4.3% 1.3% 0.6% 100.0%
Although this relationship does not appear to be statistically significant, it illustrates that men
constitute the majority of those who ran (77.8%) and won (87.5%) leadership contests, as well as
100% of all Prime Ministers in this period. In fact, women are noticeably absent from the two
highest levels oflea dership . No woman who sat in Parliament from 1997 - 2011 became Prime
Minister (although there were four) and only one woman secured the leadership ofa political
party (Alexa Mcdonough, NDP, 1995-2003). The number of men who ran for leadership almost
doubles thenumberof women andseven times morementhanwomen led political parties in this
period. However, the rates of running for leadership are proportiona lly very similar: 4.2% of men
ran for the leadership of their party, while 4.2% of women also entered the race. This
relationship persists when political party is added as a control (those who ran for leadership are
dispersed amongst the political parties). What changes occur (after the level of running for
leadership), that keep women from winning these posts and eventually, becoming Prime
Minister? Does substantively representing women impact a MP's chanceof rising higher on the
leadership ladder?
JVomen 's[nterests and LeaderslJip
Earlier in this chapter, it was established that although men and women are involved in
"Women's Interests" at similarlevels. theproportion of women involved in these committees
was greater than the proportion of men. If women are more likely to substantively represent
women,h owdoesthi simpacttheirbidforleadership?Th efollowin g Table presents the
relationship between "Women' s Interests" and Leadership .
Adoption of "Women's Interests" and Leader ship
ILe~~r~~iP Lead BecameNo Political Prime
Leadershi Conte st Part Minister Total
No "Women' s 262 9 I 1 273
Interests" 96% 3.3% 0.4% 0.4% 100%
One or More 327 18
7 3 355
92.1% 5.1% 2% 0.8% 100%
Total 589 27
8 4 628
93.8% 4.3% 1.3% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch25 .052/Si nificance .036/G 0.342
This table, in fact, indicat es that those who reach higher levels 0 fl eadershipsw erem orelike1 y
than not to have been involved with a "Women's Interest". The levels ofle adership were
consistently at least twice as high amongst those with involvement in "Women' s Interests". For
example, of those thatbecame Prime Minister, three had some involvement. The significance of
this relationship is 0.036.
However, whensex is addedas a control, the impact of involvementin "Women's Interests"
seems to tell a different story. Although the relationship remainss ignificant amongst men, the
relationshipis no longerstatistically significant amongst women. This may be because women
are largely absent from the upper levels ofl eadership.
84 4 1
94.4% 4.5% 1.1%
127 6 1
Total 94.8% 4.5% 0.7%
Ch2 0.510/Significance .754/ Gamma O.127
228
100%
266
100%
494
100.00%
45
100%
0 89
0% 100%
0 134
0% 100.00%
It is worth noting, however, that involvement in "Women's Interests" appears notto impede the
ability of men to secure high levels of leadership .
The substantive representation of women is not lirnited to one variablei n thiss tudy. The second,
higher tier representati on, is through cab inet posts in "Women' s Interests". Not only can these
interests be pursued at the comm ittee level, but at the executive level as well. Fewer MPs have
the opportuni ty to participate in cab inet and thus, the appointment to these positions is more elite
and reveal s a preci se deci sion made by the Prime Minister. The effectthat this appointment has
on the level of leadership thataMPportrays adi stinctrelationship - separ atefromthatof
involvementwith"Women's Interests" alone- which encompasses a much largergroupofMPs.
How does it impacta politicians' careerwhenthey areappointedto a "Women's Interest"
cabinet post? The last section establ ished that they are lessl ikely to hold a "Pipeline" post when
appointed to a "Women's Interest" cabinet post. Does the sarne effec t persist with leadership?
Table 6-22 answe rs this question .
"Women' s Interests" Cabine t Post and Leader ship
Lead Became
No Political Prime
Leader shi Part Minister Total
No "Women' s 577 24 6 4 611
Interests" 98.0% 88.9% 75% 100% 97.3%
12 3 2 0 17
2% 11.1% 25% 0% 2.7%
589 27 8 4 628
100% 100% 100% 100% 100.0%
As this table illustrate s, those appoin ted to a "Women's Interest" cabinet post are less likely to
reach higher levels ofleadership within their parties. Of those who were Prime Minister, none
held a "Women's Interest" cabinet post. Similarly, of those who led a politica l party, 75% did
not hold such a post. Of those who ran for leadership, 88.9% did not. Proportiona lly, those
involved with the "Women' s Interest" post were more likely than those who were not involved
to achieve higher levels of leadership. However , as they are involvedintheexecutive,the yare
therefore part of the elite. As only 175 of628 member s held a cabinet post in this period , this
explains why those in the executive would be more likely than the average MP to be involved in
leadership.
Regardless, those in higher levels ofl eadership are less likely to be involvedi n"W omen' s
Interests". The following Table investigates whether this relationship remains significant for both
sexes, or if this effect is limited to men or women. It finds that in fact, the relationship only
persists at a significant level for men - indicating that men who achieve higher levels of
leadership are less likely to be involved in "Women' s Interests" cabinet posts. However, as
women only account for a fraction of those achieving any level of leadership( 7of39, or I8%).
Thus, the lack of significance may reflect the fact that women simply are not represented in
higher levels of leadership to a degree that could produce a significant measure of association.
No 456
"Women's 98.7%
Interests"
One or 6
More 1.3%
No 121
"Women' s 95.3%
Interests"
One or 6 1 0
More 4.7% 16.7% 0%
127 6 1
Total 94.8% 4.5% 0.7%
Ch2 I.706/Significance 0.426 /G amma .532
484
100%
10
100%
494
100.00%
127
100%
0 7
0% 100%
0 134
0% 100.00%
As with "Pipeline" cabinet posts, neithermen nor women involved in "Women's Interests"
cabinet posts are likely to achieve high levels of success in leadership. A further trend persists as
well; women aresimply not present in the higher levels of success in this aspect, either. Oft he
12 members to achieve higher levels ofleade rship, only one (8.3%) was a woman. The next
stage is to exam ine whether this continu es for those who substantively repre sent women through
Status of Women and Leadership
Testing Status of Women with leadership did not produce a statistically significant relationship,
regardless of the fact that a very small proportion of those involved int he Status of Women
made it into the higher levels oflea dership. Table 6-24 shows this in depth.
Involvement in the Status of Women and Leadership
Ran in Lead Became
No L~:~;:~ip Political MinisterLeadershi Part Tota l
No Status of 528 26 7 564
Women 89.6% 96.3% 87.5% 100%
Involvement in 61 1 I 1 64
the Status of 10.4% 3.7% 12.5% 25% 10.2%
Women
Total
589 27 8 4 628
93.8% 4.3% 1.3% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch22.264/Si nificanceO .519 / Garnma -.147
The majority of those who were involved in leadership were not involved in the Status of
Women. However the proport ion of those in leadership had compara ble levels of invo lvement in
the Status of Women. In fact, the higher the level of leadership, the higher the proportion of
those in leadership to be involved in the Status of Women. This seems to indicate that
involvement in the Status of Women does not negatively impact the likelihoodofachieving
leadership.
However, when separated by sex, the data unvei ls an interesting phenomenon (as seen in Table
6-25).
Involvement 44 I 0
in the Status 34.6% 16.7% 0%
of Women
127 6 1
Total 94.8% 4.5% 0.7%
475
100%
19
100%
494
100.00%
89
100%
0 45
0% 100%
0 134
0% 100.00%
Ch21.3 40/S ignificance O.512 / Garnma -.523
Of those involved in the Status of Women , who also succeeded in their leadership bid (3), all
were men. This adds to the evidence that men benefit when involved substantivel yrep resentin g
women, while women themselves are penalized. Of those that became Prime Minister, only one
(Paul Martin) was involved in the Status of Women. One other reached the level of party leader,
and one more ran in a leadership conte st. Neither of these relationships is significant, but this
might be the result of low numbers of MPs in the higher levels of leadership.
When only those who held Status of Women cabinet posts are included in the test, the
relationship appears to be intensified. No MP who became the Mini ster Responsible for the
Status of Women reached any level of leadership
Status of Women Cabinet Posts and Leadership
Ran in Lead Became
No Le;:~;:~ip Political MinisterLeadershi Part Total
No Status of 581 27 8 620
Women 93.7% 4.4% 1.3% 100%
Involvement in 8 0 0 0 8
the Status of 100% 0% 0% 0% 100%
Women
Total 589 27
8 4 628
93.8% 4.3% 1.3% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch2 .537/Si nificanceO .911 /G a - I
Regardle ss of the fact that these are cabinet posts, they are lesslik ely to be involved in leadership
than the average MP. This table indicates that no woman involved in Status of Women cabinet
posts also ran for leadership, lead a politi cal party or become Prime Minister . Placing women in
this ministry, appears to direct them awa y from the path to leadership entirely.
"Pipeline " Cabinet Posts and Leadership
Examining "Pipeline" posts provide s an interesting juxtapo sition with the "Women' s Interests"
cabinet posts, as "Pipeline" posts are dominated by men, whereas the Status of Women is
dominated by women .
"Pipeline" Cabinet Post s and Leadership
No Ran in Lead Bec ameL~::;:~ip Political Prime TotalLeadership Part Minister
No "Pipeline" 574 27 7 1 609
Cabinet Post 97.5% 100% 87.5% 25% 100%
One or More 15 0 1 3 19
2.5% 0% 12.5% 75% 100%
Total 9;8:% 4~7% 8 4 6281.3% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch27 4.376/Si
Of those that were Prime Minister, 75%were involvedin "Pipeline" cabinet posts. To compare,
no PrimeMinisterhelda Status of Women cabinet positionora "Women's Interest" cabinet
post. Thus, those involved in the male-domin ated "Pipeline" posts included L of the d Prime
When this is separated by sex, the gender gap become s more evident. Only one woman was
involved in "Pipeline" posts and she was in the category of "no leadership". This explains why
this relation ship has a high Chi Square for men but not women . On the other hand, the low
number s of women across the board helps to explain the -1 Gamma associated with this
relat ionship for women.
475
100%
19
100%
494
100.00%
133
100%
0 1
0% 100%
0 134
0% 100.00%
o
0%
o
0%
127 6 1
To tal 94 .8% 4.5% 0.7%
One or
More
One or 1
More 0.8%
"~e~line" Cabinet Posts and Leader sh ip, By Sex
No
"Pipeline"
Cabinet
Post
Ch20.056/SignificanceO.973 / Gamma -1.00
Wom en are not present in " Pipeline" posts in high enou gh number s to under stand the
relation ship between "Pipeline" posts and leadership. One othe r aspect that should be discussed
is the fact that the majority of those involved in leadershipdidnot hold a " Pipe line" post. Thi s
make s sense as this is testing cabinet posts. As only govem ing parties can hold cabinet posts,
while leadership repre sent s every party, there is some lack of con gruency between leader ship and
cabinet posts.
6.4 Lo ngevity and Substa nt ive Repre sent ation of Wom en
The third factor, longevity, exami nes whether women are as likely as men to become leaders of
their parti es and ultimately, Prime Mini ster. This met with varied results. Caree r length, or
longevity, was more equally dispersed amongst the two sexes than leadership or "Pipeline"
posts. However, longevity in ParIiament is not sufficient on its own to confe r "Success". Instead,
a politiciancanremain inofficewhile neverac hieving high levelsof"Success" as measured in
this study. The existence of "back benchers" has been a fundamenta l and longstandin g feature in
Parliamentary governme nts. Kornberg (1976) describes a backbencher as a politici an who
"remain[s] virtually unknown and without influence after years in office" (10). Backbenchers
are not influential (as defined by Kornberg), nord o they receive "topj obs".Therefore,r egardless
of whether or not a backbencher is able to hold electoral support and enjoy a relatively long
political career , they are not necessarily deemed "S uccessful" as defined in th is study; longevity
is only considered a factor of "S uccess" when paired with the other factors. Careerl ength,b y
sex, is displayed in Table 6-29.
Caree r Length , BySex
Medium
Length
159 179 494
32.2% 36.2% 100%
55 41 38 134
41.0% 30.6% 28.4% 100%
194 628
34.1% 35.0% 30.9% 100.0%
Women andmen have similarcareerlengths in Parliament, althoughwomenaremore
concentrated in short caree rs (41.1%) and less concentrated in long career s (28.4%), than men,
who are more dispersed among st all the career lengths. Thisi sa less distinct relation ship than
betwee n "Pipeline" posts and leadership, which display much more evident sexdifTerence s.
Women's Interests and Longevity
What is the impactoflegis lative activity related to "Women's Interests" on the success of MPs?
Table 6-30 demonstrates the relation ship betwee n legislativeactivi ty related to "Women' s
Interests" and career length. MPs who adopt "Women' s Intere sts" are more likely to have long
careers. This may indicate one of two things: a) that those who adopt women ' s issues
consequentl y have longer careers; and b) MPs with long career s may be more likely to adopt
women ' s issues becau se they have had more opport unities to do so.
Legislative Activity Related to "Women's Interests"
and Career Len th of MPs
One or
TotalNone More
Short Career 124 90 21445.4% 25.4% 34. 1%
Average Career 89 131 220
32.6% 36.9% 35.0%
Long Career 60 134 194
22.0% 37.7% 30.9%
Total 273 355 628
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Ch2 31.477/S i nificance 0.0001Gamma 0.356
Alth ough those wi th a long car eer are more likely to focus on wom en ' s intere sts, there is not
much di fference between those with average length caree rs (36 .9%) and long careers (37 .7%)
and their likelih ood offocusing on " Women 's Interests" , However,thereisasign ificant
difference between average careers and long ca reers when MPsdo not per form legislative
activities related to "Women's Interests". Those with no women's interest are more likely to
have short to average length careers, whereas those with a "Women's Interest" are concentrated
in average to long caree r lengths . Th ose with short careers arenotli kely tohave per form ed
legislative activities related to "Women' s Interests" - whereas those with average or long careers
are more likely than not to have been invo lved in these interests . Thi s reiations hip is sta tist ica lly
significan t at the 0.00 level.
Table 6-3 1 exa mines this relationship further , by including an assessment of the roleo f MP sex .
By breaki ng thi s relationship down by sex, we can det erm ine whether men and wom en who
focus on " Women' s Interests" are equally likely to have long careers.
en
None One or More Total
Short Caree r
94 65 159
4 1.2% 24.4% 32.2%
A;:::;:
78 101 179
34 .2% 38.0% 36.2%
Long Career 56 100 156
24.6% 37.6% 3 1.6%
Total 228
266 494
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
omen
Short Caree r
30 25 55
66.7% 28.1% 41.0%
A;::~e II 30 4 124.4% 33.7% 30.6%
Long Career 4 34 38
8.9% 38.2% 28.4%
Total 45 89
134
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
!Ch217.837/20.7311Significan ceo .000/Gamma
I0.3/0.645
Adoption of "Women's Interests" and Career Length of
~PS,bYSex
Thisr elationshipremains significantevenwhenthecontrol of sexi s added ,which suggeststhat
it is a result of the original relationship and is not specific to eith er menorwomen.B oth sexes
are more likelyto be involved in women 's interests as they have longer careers . Howe ver. men
are more likely to be involved in women ' s interests when they have average length careers than
long careers -whereas, women continu e to increase their part icipation as their caree r lengths
increases. This might indicate that male politicians were less likely to foeus on these issues
decades ago but that women are still expec ted to represent "Women's Interests" currently.
AItem atively, it might sugges t that men with longer careers are less likely to beexpected to
are most likely to have average lengthcareers (36.2%),th en short( 32.2%) and then long
(3 1.6%). The relationship between sex and career length is not statistically significant, however.
Thus, women are not significantly less likely than men to have long careers.
"Pipeline" Cabinet Posts and Career Length
Short Medium
Longer
TotalLength Average
~~~;~~te~~~:' 210 216 183 60934.5% 35.5% 30.0% 100%
One or More 4 4
11 19
2 1.1% 21.1% 57.9% 100%
Total 2 14 220
194 628
34. 1% 35.0% 30.9% 100.0%
Ch2 6.693/Si nificanceO.035/ GammaA0 7
Career length is not significantly impacted by cabinet posts in "Worn en's Interests" or the Status
of Women. Involvement in the Status of Women reflects the same thing as career length by sex
as women dominate the Status of Women. However. whensex is added as a controlthe
relationship lessens. The majority (57.9%) of those involved in "Pipeiine" posts, however, have
"longer than average careers. Table 6-32 displays this.
The defini tion of "Su ccess" in this study included all three factors previously discussed,
longevity, leadership, and "Pipeli ne" posts, and comb ines them into 0 nevariable.
"Success" BySex
No Low Moderate s~:~;ss TotalFacto r Success Success
Men 149 318 23 4 49430.2% 64.4% 4.7% 0.8% 100%
Women 33 96 5 0 13424.6% 71.6% 3.7% 0% 100%
Total 182 414
28 4 628
29% 65.9% 4.5% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch23 .246/S i nificanceO .355/ Gamma O.086
Women are proportionally more likel y than men to achieve some level of "Success". However,
they are less likely than men to achieve moderate success, and no woman achieved high success.
Men also greatly outnumber women in every category . This effec t echoe s the relationships
previously discussed in this pape r; women are less likely to be involvedin "Pipeline"and
leadership , but amon gst longevity there is minima l difTerence between the sexes. Therefo re,
much of the female presence in " low success" and "modera te success" can beaccoun ted for
through women's longevity. However, the fact that few women achieved "moderate success"
and none achieved "h igh success" point s to the lack of wome n in Ieadership and"Pipeline"
posts, the two other facets of "Succ ess".
When "Success" is cross tabulated with "Women' s Interests", it is obviousthatalth ought he
majori ty of those involved in "Wom en' s Interests" are concen trated in " low success", this is not
significantly di fferent from those who do not hold "Women' s Interests". However, as this
category includes the majority of MPs, both men and women, "Women's Interests" do not
represent a female-dominated variab le.
No Low Moderate S~:~;ssSuccess Success Succe ss TotalFactor
No
Invo lvement in 60 205 8 0 273
"Women's 22% 75.1% 2.9% 0% 100%
Interests"
One or More 122 209 20 4 35534.4% 58.9% 5.6% 1.1% 100%
Total 182
414 28 4 628
29"10 65.9% 4.5% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch2 I9.935/Si nificance .OOO/ Gamma -. I8 7
This relations hipisstatisticallys ignificant withaChi Squareof I9 .935. However, the Gamma is
-.187, illustrating that the relationship is not strong.
However, when only"Women' s Interests" cabinet posts are included, a different picture
emerges. Those who sat as a Minister fora "Women's Interest", were much less likely to achieve
higher levels of't'Success".
No Low Moderate s~:~:ssSuccess Success Success Tota lFacto r
No "Wome n' s 175 409 23 4 61 1Interests"
Cabinet Post 28.6% 66.9% 3.8% 0.7% 100%
One or More 7 5 5 0 1741.2% 29.4% 29.4% 0% 100%
Tota l 182 4 14
28 4 628
29% 65.9% 4.5% 0.6% 100.0%
Cb228.943/Si nificance .OOO/G 0.084
Table 6-35 illustrate s that MPs who held a "Women's Interest"c abine t post signi ficantly less
frequen tly had high levels of "Success". The category with the highest frequencyofMPs with
"one or more" posts (7 or 4 1.2%) had no "Success" whatsoe ver.
Even though those with "Women's Interest" cabinet posts are all within the executive they are
less likely than the average MPto achieve a high level of success . They are also more likely than
the average MP to bewith in the category of "no success" whatsoever . They are, however , more
likely to achieve "moderate success" .
This relation ship remains significant for men when sex is added as a control. Table 6-37 shows
the level of success amon gst men and women who held "Women' s Interest" cabinet posts.
~~~eess"and "Women's lnterests"CabinetPost,BYSeX
su~;ess Low Moderate s~~~:ss Tota lFactor Success Success
No
"Women's
Interests" 145 316 19 4 484Cabinet 97.3% 99.4% 82.6% 100% 98%Post
One or 4 2 4 0 10
More 2.7% 0.6% 17.4% 0% 2%
Total 149 318 23 4 494100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Ch230.9 17/Si nifieanee 0.000/Gamma .202
S';:;ess Low Mode rate S~~~:ss TotalFactor Success Success
No
"Women's
Interests" 30 93 4 0 127
Cabinet 96 .20% 98.80% 80% 0% 94.6%
Post
One or 3 3 I 0 7
More 9.1% 3. 1% 20% 0% 5.2%
Total 33 96 5 0 134100% 100% 100% 0% 100%
Ch24.056/S i nificance .1321Gamma -.174
Although men held a larger number of these posts, women are proportionally more likely to hold
one. A larger percen tage of men that held one of these posit ions (40%) reached a level of success
above " low", whereas only 14.3% of women that held such a post reache d comparable
The Status of Women and "Success"
Those involved in the Status of Women largely did not achieve moderate orh igh levelsof
"Success". As with involvement in "Women's Interests", those involvedwithStatusof Women
are concentrated in the " low succes s" category , as seen in Table 6-37.
No Low Moderate s~:~;ssSuccess Success Success Total
Factor
No
Involvement in 166 368 27 3 620
the Status of 9 1.2% 88.9% 96.4% 75% 100%
Women
Invo lvement in 16 46 I I 8
the Status of 8.8% 11.1% 3.6% 25% 100%
Women
Tota l
182 4 14 28 4 628
29% 65.9% 4.5% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch23 .072 /S i nificance 0.3811G a 0.059
However, when this is broken down by sex, the gender- specific elTect becomes clearer .
~uccess"andlnvolvementinthe Status ofwomen,Bysex
en
su~:ess Low Moderate S~;~;ss Total
Factor Succe ss Success
No
Invo lvement
22 3in the Status 142 308 475
of Women 95.3% 96.9% 95.7% 75% 96.2%
Involvement
in the Statu s 7 10 I 1 19
of Women 4.7% 3.1% 4.3% 25% 3.8%
Total
149 318 23 4 494
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Ch2 5.571/Si nificance 0.134/Gamma-0 .049
su~:ess Low Moderate S~;~;ss Total
Factor Success Success
No
Involvement 24 60 5 0 89in the Status 72.7% 62.5% 100% 0% 66.4%
of Women
Involvement
36 0 0in the Status 9 45
of Women 27.3% 37.5% 0% 0% 33.6%
Total Igg% 96 5 0 134100% 100% 0% 100%
0.15 1 I Gamma 0.06 1
Of those that are invo lved with the Status of Women that achieve moderate or high success , all
are men. Even though women constitute the majorit y of those involved in the Status of Women ,
those that are involved in the Status of Women and success , are all men.
Tab le 6-39 illustrates the relations hip between "Success" and Status of Wome n cabinet posts.
Low Modera te s~:~:ss Tota lFactor Success Success
No Status of 180 408 28 4 620Women
Cab inet Post 98.9% 98.6% 100% 100% 100%
Status of
Women 2 6 0 0 8
Cabinet Post 1.1% 1.4% 0% 0% 100%
Total
182 414 28 4 628
29% 65.9% 4.5% 0.6% 100.0%
Ch23.027 /S i nificance .381 / Gamma .059
It is not necessary to break it down by sex, as only women hold these posts. Thos e who held
Status of Women cabine t posts, were less Iikelyth an the average MPt o reach high levels of
success. In fact, no MinisterResponsible forthe Status of Women rose above"low success".
However, this "low success" can be attributedto longevity. Status of Women ministers did not
achieve "Success" in the other aspect s, leadership and "Pipeli ne". To be appointed to the
responsibility of the Status of Women is to afford that MP feweropportunities in leadershipand
"Pipeline" than that of the average MP. As this is a female-only position, the fact that it results in
such a low level of success is indicative of the power balance ofgendercurrently in Parliament.
The rates of "Success" among st positions that are less female-specific (such as "Involvement in
Women' s Interests" and the Status of Women as a whole) are higher than that of the position that
is fema le-only . When women substantively represent women on the cabinet level, they have less
ofachance to achieve prestige in Parliamen t than if they had not been appointed to cabinet at all.
To substantively represent women in cabinet , as a women . is a career direction that largely does
not lead to "Success" as conceptuali zed in this thesis.
Theperiod ofl 997to 201lpresent saninterestin g case stud yforwomen ' srepresentation.
Although much had been achieved in previous decades, withincreases in the number of women
in Parliam ent and in the executive, scholars agree that this momenturn has greatly disapp eared
since its peak in the ear ly to mid ninetie s (Bashevkin , 2009 : Trimb Ie and Ar scott , 2003).
Particularl y, women were slow to enter higher levels of prestige and pow er, such as the
exec utive and part y lead ership. Althou gh variou s expl anation s have been presented to explain
the stagna tion in women ' s progress, previous chapters of thi s studyh ave explor ed the role of
legislative activity of MPs in this relation sh ip. In other word s, how earl y committee memb ership
in parti cular , affects wheth er or not politici ans will be appointed to prestigious positions.
Specific all y, it examin es whether they will become party leaders (and , in the case of governing
parti es, prim e mini ster). Since both committe e involvem ent and cabinet posts are allocated by
party leader s, thi s illustrat es a resource-hoarding effect, in whi ch women are dire cted away from
the path s to power to lower prestige positions.
Increasing the numberof women in Parliamentcan have a numberof benefits. Chapter Two
discussed the need for descripti ve repr esent ation in Parliam ent , findingthat more wom en in
Parliam ent could result in more support for women ' s issues (and thu s, descriptive representation
of women leads to bettersubstantive representation of women). However, more women in
Parliament (and in higher levels of government) could have some less obvious consequen ces, as
well. In particul ar , more fema le role model s in gov ernment, and in high status position s,
increases the numb er of women and girls that envision themselve s as politici ans,th ereby
encouraging a cycle of participation by women. Additionally, an increase inthe female presence
in government has the potential to support change in Parliament to create a more woman-friendly
politic al environm ent (as women have been found to operate diff erently on committ ees and
within organizations). Alternatively, if women continue to be underreprcsented ingovernmen t
the opposite will persist - women's issues will continue to be ignored, fewer women will be
persuaded to run for office and the Canadian government "i ll remain a male-dominated sphere.
Earlier in this thesis, it was established that women throughout the world are placed in cabinet
portfolios related to "Women' s Interests". This is not necessarily true for the Parliament of
Canada for the 36th to 40th Sitlingsof Parliamen\. Not only were the higher prestige "Pipeline"
posts dominated by men, but the "Women's Interests" portfolios of Environment and Health
were also occupied by a majority of men. Women did consistently hold the position of the Status
of Women, however this position has largely been held by Ministers of State (Ministers with no
portfolio) or by Ministers with other portfolios, thus a doing double-duty. Which cabinet
positions were held by women? Of the women that did sit in cabinet, many were Ministers of
State, some were Ministers of Status of Women, few were responsible for "Women's Interests"
cabinet posts and one was responsible fora "Pipeline"c abinetpo s\.
This thesis hypothesized that since more women would be involved with "Women's Interests",
they would therefore be less likely than men to be "Successful" and be appointed to highly
prestigious pos itions . Women were in fact more likely than not to sit on "Women's Interests"
committees, and much more likely to be involved in legislative activity related to the Status of
Womenthantheirmalecounterparts. This involvementwas not correlatedwith "Success" in
Parliamcn\. lnvolvementineitheroftheseis sueare asdidnotfreque ntlyove rlapwit h "Pipeline"
issue areas. Therefore, it seems thatrepresenting womenon "Women's Interest" committees and
in cabinetmay penalize members. However, involvementin the Status of Women Committee
seemed to have a differenteffect on menthanon women. Incidentally, theone female who was
involvedina "Pipeline"c abinetpost. wasnotinv olved inS tatus ofWomen - yet. three male
polit icians involved in the Status of Women were also appoint ed to "Pipe line" cabinet posts.
This illustrates that theelTec t was not equal for both sexes.
What does this indica te for the representation of women in Canadian politics? The substantive
representation of women , particularly on the Status of Women committee, does not correspond
with pipeline posts for women . However , this relationship was not found to be significant in this
time period , as there was only one female MP who held a pipeline portfolio. Women are simply
not present in more prestigious posts at present. This is not to say that women should not hold
posts as the Minister of Status of Women , but that this should not be incampatibJewithreachin g
higher levels of "Su ccess".lnotherwords, in orderfortheret obe increased gender equality in
the higher levels of power in Parliament , there must also be a shift in how "Women's Interests"
committees areprioritized. If wome n-dominat ed committees areconsidered to be low prestige, it
is more difficult for women to break into the higher levels of governmental power , and
consequentl y hold posts such as party leader or Prime Mini ster .
The second hypothesis, that rS uccess" will dilTer by party, found varying results.Th eLi beral
Party was more likely than the Conservative Party to appo int female members to cab inet.
However, of the women included in the notable women section, most had been involved in
legislative activit y related to "Pipeline" issues, and only one was involved in the Status of
Women Com mittee, despite her party. However, the NDP has had a history of more female
leaders than the other federal parties (two, Audrey McLaughlin and Alexa McDonou gh)
indicating that the pathways to leadership may indeed be easier to navigate for women in the
ND P than in the other parties. Unfortunate ly, so few women have been able to achieve power
that it is difficult to find links between trend s in leadership amon gst the small number of women
What explains the current level of gende r (in)equa lity in Parliament?lt seem sthat society
believes that the political system is not broken , and therefore, there is no need to fix it -or that in
fact, Canada has reached gende r parity in Parliament. However,thi st hesis demonstrate s that
there is something broken within government ; although women have entered Parliament in
higher numbers , they still are not near the numbers of men and are almost entire ly absent from
the top job s. Ifgenderequalitycontinue stobeignored,ordisregarded , women will remain
underrepre sented within Parliament.
In order to get a broader understandin g regard ing what has gone astray studies such as this are
not only necessary. but essential. However , not only must the committe e activities and cabinet
posts of Members of l'ar liament be included in assessments of legislative activities, but their
overall activities should also be takenintoconsideration. Committe membership is one wayin
which a MP could be said to be substantively repre senting wome n. This projectc ouldbe
expanded to include a larger period of time, as well as a broader understandin g of what is meant
by"substantive representati on", Althou gh involvement in "Women 's Interests" and "women's
rights" committees are not correl ated with top jobs in Parliament , we still donotfull yunderstand
with the role of factors such as bill propo sals and campa ign platforrns. How does this type of
substantive representation of women impact the ultimate "Success" of an Ml' ? Does it compound
Not only is it imperative to understand what influence s the "Success" of female MPs, but it is
also importanto determinehow to makethe roadmore accessible. Presently, womenarenot
present in the top jobs in Canada' s Parliamenl. It appears that these positions rnay, in actuality,
be becomi ng less obtainab le for fema le politician s (as illustrate d by the decrease in the number
of portfo lios held by women in cabinet). In order to reverse th is effec t,it is necessary to know
what has changed, and whatmust continue to change, in orderforwomento achieveequal levels
of opportunitie s as men . As Canada seems to have reached a type of post-femini srn, a new type
of obstacle , is it a broade r public education regardin g equality that will affect women ' s caree rs?
Is it a chan ge in govem ing party? Could new institutional changes (sueh asquotas, or an ational
childcare polic y) allow women to overcome electoral barrie rs, thereb y representing a larger
proportion of the Membe rs of Parliament ? Should the means by which members are appointed to
comm ittees and cab inet be reviewed and reformed,optingforaconsensus-based dec ision rather
If measure s are not taken to increase women in Parliament, and women remain underrepresented,
the political environmentwill remainmale-dominated,andless thanencouraging forwomen
considering a political career. Ifwomen cannot break through the glass cei ling that is the
exec utive. it is possible that not only will the curren t environrnent in govemmentcontinu e, but in
fact, become exponenti ally worse.
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